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Chapter 1: Background on Enzymatic DNA Ligation 
 
 
The simultaneous discovery of DNA ligases by the Gellert, Hurwitz, Lehman and Richardson 
groups in 1967 was a milestone in biology [1-4]. Identification of an enzyme capable of joining 
two DNA molecules filled a fundamental gap in the process of discontinuous DNA replication 
posited by Okazaki, et al. a year prior [5]. The ability to easily mend breaks formed in a DNA 
molecule also encouraged the idea of a dynamic genome, where DNA molecules continually 
experience transient breaks which are quickly mended. We now know this genomic dynamism to 
be essential to genomic integrity, as DNA breaks are continually formed and resealed during 
repair of DNA damage [6]. In addition to their importance in genomic maintenance, DNA ligases 
have proven an invaluable scientific tool. The ability to stitch together different DNA molecules 
enabled the technique of molecular cloning, which has proven essential to the advancement of 
the biomedical sciences. DNA ligases remain widely used today for many biotechnology and 
molecular biology applications. 
 
 
Domain architecture of ATP-dependent DNA ligases 
 
DNA ligases are a classic example of divergent evolution, with ATP dependent DNA ligases 
from viruses to bacteria to humans all sharing a conserved catalytic core [7] (Figure 1-1). This 
core consists of three independently folding domains; the DNA binding domain, the 
adenylylation domain, sometimes also referred to as the nucleotidyl transferase (NTase) domain, 
and the oligonucleotide binding (OB)-fold domain. Closest to the N-terminus is the DNA 
binding domain. This domain displays the largest size variability among DNA ligases, ranging 
from the nearly 300 residue domain of human DNA ligase I to the miniscule 20 residue "latch" 
of the Chlorella virus DNA ligase [8, 9]. True to its name, this domain displays the majority of 
DNA binding activity for the mammalian DNA ligases, and carries no residues required for 
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catalysis [9]. Next to the DNA binding domain lies the adenylylation domain. This domain 
contains the active-site lysine that becomes adenylylated, as well as the AMP binding pocket and 
numerous catalytic residues [10-13]. The C-terminal OB-fold domain contains the remainder of 
the residues required for catalysis. The OB-fold and adenylylation domains together display 
sufficient DNA binding activity to enable catalysis in the absence of the DNA binding domain 
[9]. Higher eukaryotes encode specialized DNA ligases which contain additional domains that 
appear to assist in substrate binding [14-16]. In addition to these core domains, most DNA 
ligases contain additional, non-catalytic residues at the N- and/or C-terminus that play a role in 
protein-protein interactions and cellular localization. 
 
 
 
Figure 1-1: ATP dependent DNA ligase domain structure. Alignment of the domains present in human DNA 
ligase I (hLIG1), DNA ligase III (hLIG3), and DNA ligase IV (hLIG4), Saccharomyces cerevisiae DNA ligase 
(CDC9), and Chlorella Virus DNA ligase (ChVLIG). The adenylylation domain (AdD, green) and oligonucleotide 
binding-fold (OB-fold, yellow) domains which make up the core catalytic domains are highlighted along with the 
DNA binding domain (DBD, red). The position of the active-site that becomes adenylylated is listed for each 
protein. ChVLIG does not have a large DBD, but instead contains a small, 20 amino acid “latch” (Latch, blue) 
within the OB-fold that aids DNA binding. The zinc finger domain (ZnF, orange) unique to LIG3 is also pictured. 
N- and C-terminal protein-interaction motifs and cellular localization signals are not pictured. 
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Mechanism of Enzymatic DNA Ligation 
 
All known DNA ligases follow a conserved reaction mechanism involving 3 independent 
phosphoryl transfers [17] (Figure 1-2). The reaction mechanism begins with enzyme 
adenylylation, where the enzyme catalyzes covalent attachment of an adenylyl group to an 
active-site lysine, using either NAD
+
 or ATP as the AMP donor. During the next step, adenylyl 
transfer, the protein catalyzes transfer of the AMP group from the adenylylated lysine to an 
exposed 5' phosphate in DNA. The reaction completes with the nick-sealing step when the 3' 
hydroxyl of an adjacent DNA strand attacks the adenylylated 5' phosphate, resulting in 
phosphodiester bond formation. Each of these steps requires at least one divalent metal cofactor, 
with magnesium presumably the physiologically relevant cofactor. Throughout the reaction, the 
high energy of the original phosphoanhydride bond of ATP/NAD
+
 is stored within intermediates, 
first as a phosphoramidate on the adenylylated lysine and then as a phosphoanhydride on the 
adenylylated DNA. This pathway effectively links the original energy of ATP/NAD
+
 cleavage 
with formation of a phosphodiester bond. Though each of these steps is inherently reversible, 
hydrolysis of the pyrophosphate formed during enzyme adenylylation renders the overall 
reaction essentially irreversible. 
 
 
Mammalian DNA Ligases 
 
There are three identified mammalian DNA ligases. DNA ligase I (LIG1) accomplishes most of 
the most of the measured DNA ligation activity within a cell [18]. Found only in the nucleus and 
with robust activity toward single-strand breaks, LIG1 is predicted to be the main DNA ligase for 
resolving single-strand breaks formed during nuclear DNA replication and repair [19-21]. 
Immortalized cells originating from a patient with mutations in both LIG1 alleles suffer retarded 
Okazaki fragment joining, as well as general growth and genome stability defects [22, 23]. The 
patient herself suffered from developmental retardation as well as hypersensitivity to DNA 
damage and other developmental abnormalities [24]. Similar problems occur in mouse models 
containing LIG1 mutations [25]. Altogether these results suggest that LIG1 plays an essential 
role in nuclear genomic maintenance. 
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Figure 1-2: Steps of enzymatic DNA ligation. The three steps of enzymatic DNA ligation are pictured. The side-
chain of the active-site lysine that becomes transiently adenylylated is pictured. Metal ions required for each reaction 
step are not pictured. 
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DNA ligase III (LIG3) is the sole DNA ligase in mitochondria and as such is essential for all 
mitochondrial DNA repair [26, 27]. Consistent with this role, LIG3 displays robust activity 
toward both single- and double-strand break repair. Loss of mitochondrial LIG3 results in 
abnormal mitochondrial structure and function, eventually leading to loss of the organelle and 
cell death [28]. LIG3 is also expressed in the nucleus, however its function within the nucleus is 
currently unknown. Numerous studies indicate LIG3 capable of participating in single- and 
double-strand nuclear DNA repair pathways, however cells without nuclear LIG3 appear normal. 
This suggests that LIG3 may assist in some nuclear DNA repair, but it is not essential and likely 
serves as an emergency backup to the other DNA ligases.  
 
DNA ligase IV (LIG4) is responsible for nuclear double-strand break repair. Much of  the 
activity of LIG4 is observed during non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) where two separate 
DNA molecules are joined end-to-end using little to no sequence homology [29]. Accurate NHEJ 
requires the activity of over half a dozen proteins including LIG4, and resolves otherwise 
catastrophic damage to the genome [30]. In addition to combating double-strand breaks formed 
as a result of DNA damage, NHEJ plays an essential role during immune system development by 
ligating together the immunoglobulin genes during V(D)J recombination [31]. Inappropriate 
NHEJ can cause chromosomal fusions and translocations, leading to severe cellular dysfunction 
and cancer [32]. Overexpression of LIG3 leads to an increase in the rate of chromosomal 
aberrations, suggesting that the double-strand break repair of LIG3 is more error prone than that 
of LIG4. 
 
 
DNA Ligase Structure 
 
In 2004, the first crystal structure of a human DNA ligase was solved by Pascal et al. [9] (Figure 
1-3A). The crystal captures a truncated form of human LIG1 in complex with an adenylylated 
DNA nick. The truncation removes the N-terminal 231 residues of LIG1 which contain the 
nuclear localization signal and protein-interaction motifs. Loss of these residues does not seem to 
affect basic enzyme catalysis, as this form of the enzyme displays identical activity to the wild-
type protein under in vitro conditions. Capture of the enzyme in complex with adenylylated  
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Figure 1-3: Crystal structure of hLIG1 reveals 2 potential metal binding sites. A Crystal structure of hLIG1 in 
complex with adenylylated DNA substrate [9]. DNA binding domain (red), adenylylation domain (green) and OB-
fold domain (yellow) of hLIG1 completely encircle DNA substrate. Motif VI residues of the OB-fold domain  (blue) 
which contain residues essential for enzyme adenylylation are oriented toward solvent. B The absence of a 3’ 
hydroxyl group on the 5’ side of the nick prevents nick-sealing. C Close-up view of hLIG1 active site. Magenta 
lattices indicate location of potential metal binding sites. Free 5’ and 3’ groups at the nick and residues involved in 
metal binding are labeled along with active-site lysine. D Protein sequence alignment of the three human DNA 
ligases with ligase from Saccharomyces cerevisiea (CDC9), Schizosaccharomyces pombe (CDC17) and Chlorella 
Virus DNA (ChVLIG) reveal strong conservation within the active-site. Alignment  performed with default settings 
in ClustalX using truncated versions of each protein that include only the catalytic core domains. * indicates a 
residue involved in coordination of proposed active-site metal sites. † indicates Lys 568. 
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DNA was accomplished through the use of a DNA substrate containing a 3' dideoxy nucleotide 
at the nick. Without the 3' hydroxyl required for catalysis during nick-sealing, the enzyme is 
forced to stall between the adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing steps (Figure 1-3B). At this stage, 
the enzyme has fully encircled the DNA at the nick, with contacts between the N-terminal DNA 
binding domain and C-terminal OB-fold stabilizing the toroidal structure. 
 
The difference in electron density between the crystal soaked in magnesium and manganese 
reveals two potential metal binding sites within the active-site (Figure 1-3C). These sites are 
coordinated by universally conserved residues that align very similarly in other DNA ligase 
structures (Figure 1-3C,D) [8, 33, 34]. Both of these sites have excellent coordination geometry 
for magnesium, and each is located in a position suitable for catalysis. The site on the 3' end of 
the nick, coordinated by E720 and the phosphate groups of the 5' adenylylate, positions a metal 
ion for activation of the 5' hydroxyl for nucleophilic attack on the adenylylated lysine during 
adenylyl transfer, and would also stabilize AMP as a leaving group during nick-sealing. The site 
on the 5' end of the nick, coordinated by E621 and D570, places a metal ion in position to 
activate the 3' hydroxyl for attack during nick-sealing. Each of these amino acid residues is 
universally conserved among LIG1 homologues, suggesting they serve an important role in LIG1 
function. Mutations of the corresponding residues in Chlorella virus DNA ligase have large 
effects on both metal affinity during catalysis and maximal catalytic rate. 
 
 
Impact of DNA Ligase Research 
 
The essential role of DNA ligases in everyday genomic maintenance make them fascinating 
enzymes to study. The existence of multiple DNA ligases in humans with partially overlapping 
function raises the possibility that different DNA repair pathways could be targeted by 
specifically inhibiting individual DNA ligases. Used alone or combined with other DNA 
damaging agents that target certain DNA repair processes, DNA ligase inhibitors could then be 
potent chemotherapeutic agents. Recent research has identified some early small molecule 
candidates for DNA ligase inhibitors specific to each of the three human DNA ligases [35, 36]. 
One LIG3 inhibitor has proven specifically interesting, as early studies have shown certain 
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cancer cell lines display an increased sensitivity to DNA damaging agents in the presence of sub-
toxic levels of the inhibitor. Though LIG1 specific inhibitors remain to be tested, these could be 
an excellent tool against tumors such as glioblastomas which grow around senescent neurons. 
Inhibition of LIG1 would preferentially harm cells going through replication, while normal DNA 
repair within the cells could be accomplished by LIG3. 
 
There are few reported clinical cases of acute hLIG1 dysfunction, presumably because such 
dysfunction usually results in an extremely shortened lifespan. There are, however, multiple 
avenues by which slow onset, chronic hLIG1 dysfunction may occur. As one example, previous 
research has shown that different metals can inhibit the enzyme, and that this inhibition occurs 
under concentrations similar to those observed in cells during heavy metal poisoning [37]. On a 
cellular level, heavy metal poisoning leads to persistent DNA breaks, suggesting DNA ligases 
may be unable to seal breaks under these conditions [38]. There is also evidence that dysfunction 
of DNA ligases leads to neuronal dysfuntion in the disease Ataxia with Oculomotor Apraxia 1 
(AOA1). Patients with AOA1 display late-onset, cumulative motor-neuron death, caused by loss 
of the protein Aprataxin [39, 40]. Aprataxin catalyzes the removal of adenylyl groups from 5' 
phosphates in DNA, whose only known mechanism of formation is abortive ligation by DNA 
ligases [41]. Thus understanding the basics of DNA ligase function may give insight into these 
and other diseases. 
  
In addition to these clinically relevant reasons to study hLIG1, the importance of pursuing basic 
research cannot be overstated. Only by understanding the basics of how enzymes work can 
scientists begin to formulate the more important questions of how these enzymes relate to known 
and unknown diseases. For example, it is only because we characterized the kinetic mechanism 
of human LIG1 that we now know the adenylylated DNA problematic in AOA1 can be formed 
by LIG1 under normal cellular conditions, and not just during acute cellular stress. Though there 
is currently a popular push to pursue only the most relevant, immediately applicable research, we 
cannot rationally claim to know biology well enough to suggest we know the direct path toward 
any important discovery. In fact, the seemingly unimportant basic science research often leads to 
some of the most important breakthroughs in history. In this manner, the focus of this thesis is 
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the basic science of human DNA ligase I. Here I report my investigations into the metal 
dependence of enzymatic DNA ligation through kinetic characterization and active-site mutation. 
 
The work in Chapter 2 characterizes the kinetic mechanism of hLIG1 in the presence of 
magnesium, the presumptive physiological metal cofactor. The main purpose of this work is to 
establish a kinetic framework for the function of hLIG1 against which future investigations can 
be compared. LIG1 is found to perform flawlessly under most conditions, converting single-
strand nicks into ligated DNA. However, when magnesium concentrations are lowered, a 
detectable amount of abortive ligation occurs. Abortive ligation by a DNA ligase essentially 
exacerbates the damage at a nick, as the 5' adenylylated DNA that is formed is not easily rebound 
by ligase, and the nick becomes a persistent DNA break until other repair pathways can remove 
the adenylylated nucleotide. This type of damage is expected to play a role in the disease Ataxia 
with Oculomotor Apraxia 1, where the protein that directly removes 5' adenylyl groups, 
aprataxin, suffers loss of function. 
 
Chapter 3 compares magnesium and manganese as cofactors for hLIG1. Full characterization of 
the kinetic mechanism of hLIG1 in the presence of manganese reveals that manganese alone can 
stimulate each step of the ligation reaction. The two metals display remarkable similarities with 
similar metal affinities and maximal rate constants for each step of the reaction. One startling 
difference between magnesium and manganese, however, is the presence of a lower affinity 
inhibitory manganese binding site. This inhibition has the peculiar trait of inhibiting enzyme 
adenylylation and adenylyl transfer, but not nick-sealing. The inhibitory metal site(s) also appear 
to be specific for manganese over magnesium, as the inhibitory metal ion(s) cannot be competed 
away with saturating levels of magnesium. 
 
Chapter 4 investigates the effect of conservative mutations on the residues chelating the potential 
metal sites observed in the hLIG1 crystal structure. The goal of this investigation was to identify 
the role of each metal site during catalysis, and potentially whether one or two metals are 
required for catalysis. The E621Q mutation results in greatly diminished enzyme activity, 
creating an enzyme that is more than 10,000-fold slower than the wild-type. The enzyme appears 
to still be adenylylated and is technically capable of DNA ligation, but does so at a greatly 
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decreased rate. The D570N and E720Q mutations result in very similar effects on the enzyme. 
Both mutations weaken the magnesium affinity during adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing by ~10 
fold. The mutations also decrease the maximal rate constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-
sealing, resulting in an ~40-fold decrease in adenylyl transfer and ~100-fold decrease in nick-
sealing for either mutation. These mutations also appear to affect the rate of enzyme 
adenylylation, suggesting that the metal sites play a role in both the DNA and ATP dependent 
reactions. 
 
This body of work greatly deepens our understanding of the kinetic mechanism of enzymatic 
DNA ligation, and provides new insight into the role of meal ions during catalysis. Future 
research can build upon the information provided here to deepen our understanding of how metal 
ions play a role in the individual reaction steps, and how the enzyme engages the DNA substrate. 
The recent wide-spread availability of next-generation DNA sequencing technology allows the 
possibility to ask new questions about DNA ligases that would have been technically impossible 
a decade ago, like how does the sequence at a nick affect the rate, fidelity or efficiency of 
enzymatic DNA ligation. 
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Chapter 2: Kinetic Mechanism of Human DNA Ligase I Reveals 
Magnesium-dependent Changes in the Rate-limiting Step that 
Compromise Ligation Efficiency 
 
 
Abstract 
 
DNA ligase I (Lig1) catalyzes the ligation of single-strand breaks to complete DNA replication 
and repair. The energy of ATP is used to form a new phosphodiester bond in DNA via a reaction 
mechanism that involves three distinct chemical steps; enzyme adenylylation, adenylyl transfer 
to DNA and nick-sealing. We used steady state and pre-steady state kinetics to characterize the 
minimal mechanism for the reactions catalyzed by human Lig1. The ATP dependence of the 
reaction indicates that Lig1 requires multiple Mg
2+
 ions for catalysis and that an essential Mg2+ 
ion binds more tightly to ATP than to the enzyme. Further dissection of the magnesium ion 
dependence of individual reaction steps revealed that the affinity for Mg
2+
 changes along the 
reaction coordinate. At saturating concentrations of ATP and Mg
2+
 ions, the three chemical steps 
occur at similar rates and the efficiency of ligation is high. However, under conditions of limiting 
Mg
2+
, the nick-sealing step becomes rate-limiting and the adenylylated DNA intermediate is 
prematurely released into solution. Subsequent adenylylation of enzyme prevents rebinding to 
the adenylylated DNA intermediate comprising an Achilles’ heel of Lig1. These ligase-generated 
5’-adenylylated nicks constitute persistent breaks that are a threat to genomic stability if left 
unrepaired. The kinetic and thermodynamic framework determined here for Lig1 provides a 
starting point for understanding the mechanism and specificity of mammalian DNA ligases. 
 
*This work was done with the help of Daniel Wahl and John A. Conrad. DW and JC performed early experiments to 
determine proper reaction conditions for hLIG1, and collect early data on the kinetics of hLIG1 in the presence of 
multiple metals. Mark Taylor collected and analyzed all data reported herein with help from Patrick O'Brien. 
 
Citation for this published work: Taylor, M.R., et al., Journal of Biological Chemistry, 2011. 286(26): p. 23054-62.  
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Introduction 
 
Breaks in DNA result from spontaneous hydrolysis of the phosphodiester backbone and are 
formed as transient intermediates during DNA replication and repair pathways. Mammals have 
three genes encoding DNA ligases that seal these breaks and restore the continuous nature of 
chromosomes. DNA Ligase I (Lig1) is essential for ligation of single-strand breaks in the 
nucleus, including the ligation of Okazaki fragments during discontinuous DNA replication [1]. 
DNA ligase III (Lig3) is required for mitochondrial DNA replication and repair. Although Lig3 
has been assumed to play essential roles in nuclear DNA repair, it was recently shown to be 
dispensable for nuclear genomic maintenance [2, 3]. DNA ligase IV (Lig4) is specialized for 
repair of nuclear double-strand breaks, and is required for nonhomologous end joining and V(D)J 
recombination [4, 5].  
 
The overall reaction catalyzed by DNA ligases involves the formation of a phosphodiester bond 
between an adjacent 3’ hydroxyl and a 5’ phosphate in DNA. The reaction proceeds via a 
universally conserved pathway [6-8] (Figure 2-1). First, the apoenzyme catalyzes transfer of the 
AMP group from a nucleotide cofactor to an active site lysine, forming an adenylylated enzyme 
intermediate. Eukaryotic ligases use ATP as the adenylyl group donor, whereas bacterial ligases 
utilize either ATP or NAD
+
. After binding a nicked DNA substrate, the adenylylated enzyme 
catalyzes transfer of the adenylyl group to the 5’-phosphate present at the nick, forming an 
adenylylated DNA intermediate. In the final step of the reaction, DNA ligase catalyzes the 
nucleophilic attack of the 3’-hydroxyl on the adenylylated 5’-phosphate to form a new 
phosphodiester bond and to release AMP. Although enzyme adenylylation and nick-sealing are 
known to be reversible in the presence of a large excess of pyrophosphate or AMP, these steps 
are effectively irreversible in their absence. All of the chemical steps catalyzed by ligase have 
been shown to require magnesium, but the number of magnesium ions and their affinities during 
each step have not been determined [9].  
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Figure 2-1. Reaction pathway for ligation by a eukaryotic DNA ligase. Cleavage of the phosphoanhydride bond 
of ATP provides the energy required to form a phosphodiester bond in DNA. This is achieved by the initial 
formation of an adenylyl-lysine covalent intermediate with the release of inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi), subsequent 
transfer of the AMP group to the 5’-phosphate of the nicked DNA (nDNA), and finally the attack of the 3’-hydroxyl 
to seal the nick and release AMP. All three of these chemical steps require Mg
2+
 ions (not shown). 
 
The crystal structure of human Lig1 in complex with an adenylylated DNA intermediate 
revealed that three distinct domains of the enzyme encircle the DNA substrate [10]. Extensive 
interactions distort the DNA and allow the two ends of the nick to be juxtaposed in the active site 
of the enzyme. The overall structure of the Lig1 complex is expected to be similar for both the 
adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing steps, although the active site may require rearrangement to 
reposition the reactive phosphoryl group between these two steps. In contrast, the enzyme must 
undergo a large conformational change to allow for enzyme adenylylation [10-12]. The 
crystallized ligase lacks the N-terminal 232 amino acids that contain the nuclear localization 
signal and contribute to protein-protein interactions [7, 13, 14]. We chose to use the same form 
that was crystallized for our biochemical studies, because this truncated enzyme is fully active as 
a ligase in vitro [10] and is able to complement ligase-deficient bacteria [15]. 
 
We have determined the minimal kinetic mechanism for ligation of a single-strand break by 
human Lig1 and have examined the magnesium dependence of the individual steps. These 
experiments revealed that the rate-limiting step changes as a function of magnesium 
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concentration and exposed an Achilles’ heel of Lig1, whereby low magnesium concentrations 
cause release of the adenylylated DNA intermediate to form a persistent DNA break. This 
observation provides a rationale for the existence of the aprataxin pathway for repair of 
adenylylated DNA intermediates and implies that magnesium deficiency could cause defects in 
DNA repair and replication. 
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Experimental Procedures 
 
Recombinant DNA Ligase I 
 
The catalytic domain of human Lig1 (residues 232-919) was expressed in E. coli and purified as 
previously described [10]. Cells were lysed in the presence of 1 mM EDTA to preserve the 
adenylylated form of the enzyme, and subsequently purified over a phosphocellulose column and 
a NTA-nickel column. The His tag was removed with Prescission protease, and Lig1 was further 
purified with Q-sepharose. The final purified fractions were combined and dialyzed into storage 
buffer (25 mM Tris•Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, and 0.1 mM EDTA). Aliquots were 
snap-frozen and stored at -80 
o
C. Purity was greater than 95% as judged by SDS-PAGE. Initial 
concentrations were estimated from the absorbance at 280 nm, using the calculated extinction 
coefficient. The concentration of active, adenylylated enzyme was determined by titration with 
nicked DNA substrate, as described below, and this active concentration is reported throughout.  
 
 
DNA Substrates 
 
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or by the Keck Center at 
Yale University and were purified on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The portion of the gel 
containing the full-length oligonucleotide was excised and crushed, and DNA was extracted by 
soaking overnight in 500 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA.  The extracted oligonucleotides were 
desalted by binding to a C18 reverse phase column (Sep-pak, Waters) and eluted with 30% (v/v) 
acetonitrile. Concentrations were obtained from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated 
extinction coefficients. The three oligonucleotides used in this study had sequences 5’-
CCGAATCAGTCCGACGACGCATCAGCAC, 5’-GTGCTGATGCGTC, and 5’-P-
GTCGGACTGATTCGG-FAM (P indicates 5’ phosphorylation and FAM indicates the presence 
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of a 3’ fluorescein). The nicked, double-stranded DNA substrate (nDNA) was formed by mixing 
equimolar amounts of the three oligonucleotides in 10 mM NaMES pH 6.5 and 50 mM NaCl and 
cooling the mixture from 90 °C to 4 °C at a rate of 3 °C per minute.  
 
 
Gel-based Ligation Assay 
 
Ligation reactions were performed at 37 °C. Unless otherwise indicated, the standard buffer 
contained 50 mM NaMOPS pH 7.5 (measured at 25 °C), 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.05 mg/mL BSA, 
and sufficient NaCl to maintain a constant ionic strength of 150 mM. The amounts of ATP, 
MgCl2, nDNA, and Lig1 varied, as indicated below. Preincubation controls established that Lig1 
retains 100% of its activity after 1 hr in this standard buffer, and all of the kinetic data was 
collected within this window of time (Appendix Figure A-4). Reactions were quenched in 
formamide/EDTA (30 mM EDTA in 94% formamide), heated to 95 °C for 5 min to denature the 
DNA and resolved on 20% (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gels containing 8 M Urea. 
Fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides were detected with a Typhoon Trio
+
 imager (GE 
Healthcare) with excitation at 488 nm and emission through a 520 nm band-pass filter. The 
images were analyzed using ImageQuantTL (GE Healthcare). The intensity of the individual 
DNA species was corrected for background fluorescence, and the fraction of the total 
fluorescence was determined by dividing the fluorescence intensity for the desired species by the 
signal for all other species in the sample. When necessary, this fraction was converted into its 
concentration by multiplying by the total concentration of DNA in the reaction.  
 
 
Rapid Quench Experiments 
 
Rapid mixing experiments were performed in a Kintek RFQ-3 quench-flow apparatus. One 
sample loop contained Lig1 and the other contained nDNA, each at double the reaction 
concentration. The samples were in 1x reaction buffer with the desired magnesium concentration 
and the drive syringes contained the same solution. Loaded reactants were allowed to equilibrate 
for 90 seconds to reach the correct temperature. Reactions were initiated by mixing of 20 µL of 
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each sample and were quenched at the desired times by mixing with 20 µL of 50 mM EDTA in 
90% formamide. Samples were analyzed with the standard gel-based ligation assay. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the typical concentrations of nDNA and Lig1 were 80 nM and 600 nM, 
respectively. The data were imported into the program Berkeley-Madonna 
(www.berkeleymadonna.com) and the curve fitting function was used to globally fit the levels of 
intermediate and product by the scheme represented in Figure 2-1 (see Appendix A for additional 
details). Fitting of the data to a model including reversible chemical steps did not produce 
significantly different results (data not shown). Fits of reactions from individual experiments 
provided values for the rate constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing and the reported 
values reflect the average rates determined from at least three independent experiments at each 
concentration of magnesium. These rate constants were plotted versus the concentration of 
magnesium ions and fit by a hyperbolic binding curve (Equation  2-1), in which kobs is the 
observed rate constant at a given concentration of Mg
2+
, kmax is the maximal rate constant at 
saturating Mg
2+
, and KMg is the concentration of Mg
2+
 at which kobs is equal to one half kmax 
(Kaleidagraph, Synergy Software).  
 
  
kobs = kmax[Mg
2+ ]/(KMg +[Mg
2+ ])    Equation 2-1 
 
 
Multiple-Turnover Ligation Assays 
 
Steady state kinetic analysis was performed in the standard ligation buffer and the temperature 
was maintained at 37 °C in a circulating water-bath. Reaction mixtures were preincubated for 5 
min prior to addition of enzyme. Reactions were arrested by quenching a 4 µL aliquot in 15 µL 
of a quench solution (50 mM EDTA in 95% formamide), and the extent of ligation was 
determined as described above. The initial rates were determined from the linear rate of substrate 
disappearance within the first 10% of the reaction. When both intermediate and product were 
observed, the rate of formation of each species was determined. Values reported represent the 
average of at least three experiments. The dependence on substrate concentration was fit by the 
Michaelis-Menten equation (Equation 2-2) and the magnesium concentration dependence was fit 
by Equation 2-3, in which KMg is the concentration of Mg
2+
 required to reach half of the maximal 
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rate of reaction. The full ATP dependence at 0.2 and 1 mM Mg
2+
 was fit by the equation for a 
random, bi-reactant system that accounts for the depletion of one substrate by the other (see 
Appendix A Additional Methods). 
 
  
Vinit /[E] =Vmax[S]/(KM +[S])      Equation 2-2 
 
  
Vinit /[E] =Vmax[Mg
2+]/(KMg +[Mg
2+])    Equation 2-3 
 
The efficiency of ligation was defined as the partitioning between nick-sealing and release of 
adenylylated DNA, and was determined by dividing the steady-state rate of product formation by 
the sum of the rates of formation of product and intermediate Equation 2-4. See the Appendix A 
materials for additional information including the equation used for fitting the Mg
2+
 dependence 
for the efficiency of ligation. 
 
Efficiency =Vprod / (Vprod +Vint )    Equation 2-4 
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Results 
 
Gel-based Ligation Assay 
 
We characterized the enzymatic activity of Lig1 on a synthetic 28mer oligonucleotide duplex 
that contained a nick with a 3’-hydroxyl and a 5’-phosphate (Figure 2-2A). This substrate is 
identical to the oligonucleotide that was crystallized in complex with Lig1 [10] except for the 
addition of a fluorescein label at the 3’ end of the downstream 15mer. The fluorescein label 
enables detection of the AMP-DNA intermediate and is not expected to alter reaction kinetics, 
because the downstream end of this DNA does not contact Lig1 in the crystal structure. In order 
to measure the pre-steady state kinetics for the Lig1-catalyzed reaction, we used a rapid-quench 
apparatus. Under optimal conditions the enzymatic DNA ligation occurs on the second time 
scale, requiring a rapid and efficient quench that traps all of the intermediates. Therefore, we 
tested several chemical quenches, including EDTA/formamide, urea, and concentrated sodium 
hydroxide, and found that EDTA/formamide and sodium hydroxide are equally effective in 
stopping the ligation reaction (Appendix Figure A-1). In contrast, a urea quench solution takes 
significantly longer to inactivate Lig1 and results in greater amounts of intermediate and product 
than either the EDTA or hydroxide quench solutions. Samples quenched in EDTA/formamide 
can be directly analyzed by gel electrophoresis, making this a convenient quench. A 
representative time course for a single-turnover ligation reaction is shown in Figure 2-2. Greater 
than 95% of the nicked DNA is ligated within two seconds and the build-up and break-down of 
the adenylylated DNA intermediate can be readily quantified. The concentration of Lig1 was 
varied in excess over the concentration of DNA to establish that the concentrations employed 
were far above the dissociation constant for DNA binding and that the maximal single-turnover 
rates were determined (Appendix Figure A-2). This gel-based assay allows both pre-steady state 
and steady state kinetics of the Lig1-catalyzed reaction to be monitored. 
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Figure 2-2. Ligation assay using fluorescently-labeled DNA. A, Schematic of the 28mer nicked DNA substrate. 
The 3’-hydroxyl (OH), 5’-phosphate (P), and 3’-fluorescein (FAM) label are shown. B, Representative denaturing 
20% acrylamide gel of a single-turnover ligation reaction with 80 nM nDNA, 600 nM Lig1, and 1 mM MgCl2. 
Shown to the right of the gel are the species represented in each band with the fluorescent molecule highlighted. C, 
Results of quantification and fitting of substrate (○), intermediate (□) and product (◊) from three separate 
experiments, including the example shown in B. The error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean. The 
lines indicate the global fit of all three species by Berkeley-Madonna using the reaction mechanism from Figure 2-1. 
The rate constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing are determined from these data. 
 
 
Pre-steady State Burst and Active Site Titration of Ligase 
 
Recombinant Lig1 was purified from E. coli in the fully adenylylated form [10, 16]. Therefore, 
we titrated Lig1 against a fixed concentration of DNA in the absence of ATP and allowed the 
ligation reaction to proceed to completion. The amount of active enzyme is indicated by the 
amount of DNA that was ligated, because each enzyme molecule can turn over only once 
(Appendix Figure A-3). This analysis assumes that 100% of the enzyme is in the adenylylated 
form, which was confirmed by carrying out burst experiments in which enzyme was 
preincubated with ATP and Mg
2+
 prior to the addition of nicked DNA substrate (Figure 2-3). 
When 80-fold molar excess of ATP (4 M) is present, the burst phase is followed by a steady 
state phase. The burst amplitude is identical within error to the amount of DNA that is ligated in 
the absence of added ATP, indicating that all of the Lig1 molecules are adenylylated (Figure 2-
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3). The observation of burst kinetics indicates that a step up to or including enzyme 
adenylylation is rate-limiting at low concentrations of ATP. In contrast, when the concentration 
of ATP is increased to 150 M, the burst phase is almost eliminated (Figure 2-3, ◊). This 
indicates that the rate constant for enzyme adenylylation with saturating ATP is similar in 
magnitude to the rate constant for adenylyl transfer from the enzyme to the DNA. 
 
 
Mg
2+
-dependence of Single-turnover Ligation 
 
To investigate the steps of adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing, we performed single-turnover 
ligation reactions at a range of Mg
2+
 concentrations. As Lig1 is fully adenylylated, it was not 
necessary to add ATP to these reactions. The advantage of using single-turnover conditions with 
excess enzyme over DNA is that neither the enzyme adenylylation nor product release steps are 
monitored. The concentration of enzyme was far above the Kd for DNA binding and therefore 
DNA binding is much faster than the subsequent steps (Appendix Figure A-2). Thus, the rate 
constants for both adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing can be determined from this analysis (see 
Figure 2-2C for representative data). These microscopic rate constants are plotted as a function 
of magnesium concentration and the data are fit by a simple hyperbolic binding equation (Figure 
2-4). This fit yields the maximal rate at saturating Mg
2+
 (kmax) and the concentration that is 
necessary to reach half of the maximal rate (KMg). EDTA rapidly inactivates all Lig1-catalyzed 
reactions, suggesting that Mg
2+
 binding is in rapid equilibrium. Therefore, KMg is expected to be 
equal to the dissociation constant for the weakest essential Mg
2+
 ion. It is striking that the 
adenylyl transfer reaction shows a much higher affinity for magnesium than the nick-sealing 
reaction (KMg of 0.15 and 2.6 mM respectively; Figure 2-4). With saturating magnesium, the 
nick-sealing step is significantly faster than the adenylyl transfer rate with kmax values of 12 s
-1
 
and 2.6 s
-1
, respectively. However, because of the lower affinity for magnesium during the nick-
sealing reaction, the nick-sealing step becomes rate-limiting at very low concentrations of Mg
2+
. 
This leads to an increase in the lifetime of the adenylylated DNA intermediate. 
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Figure 2-3. Pre-steady state ligation reaction under burst conditions. Formation of DNA product (A) and 
adenylylated intermediate (B) were monitored during single and multiple-turnover reactions containing 50 nM 
ligase, 500 nM nDNA, and 10 mM MgCl2 in the absence of ATP (□), or in the presence of 4 M (○) or 150 M 
ATP (◊). In reactions containing ATP, Lig1 was preincubated with ATP to allow for enzyme adenylylation. The 
identical burst amplitude observed for multiple-turnover and single-turnover reactions indicates that all of the active 
ligase is already adenylylated. At saturating ATP the steady state rate is only slightly slower than the pre-steady state 
rate and the burst is poorly defined. This demonstrates that enzyme adenylylation and adenylyl transfer occur at 
similar rates when the enzyme is saturated with Mg
2+
 ions and ATP and DNA substrates. The steady state level of 
adenylylated DNA intermediate is at almost 20% the level of total enzyme when ATP is saturating (150 M, ◊), 
providing additional evidence that the nick-sealing step is partially rate-limiting under these conditions. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4. Magnesium dependence of single-turnover ligation. Reactions containing 80 nM nDNA, 600 nM 
Lig1, and Mg
2+
 concentrations that ranged from 0.02 to 19 mM were monitored by quenched-flow. The time-
dependent changes in the concentration of DNA product and intermediate were fit by the minimal kinetic scheme to 
obtain the rate constants for adenylyl transfer (○) and nick-sealing (□). Both rates increase as a function of Mg2+ 
concentration and the curves shown are fits to a binding hyperbola. These hyperbolic fits yield maximal rate 
constants of 2.6 ± 0.6 s
-1
 for adenylyl transfer and 12 ± 2 s
-1
 for nick-sealing. The KMg value for the adenylyl transfer 
step (0.15 ± 0.06 mM) is much lower than the value observed for nick-sealing (2.6 ± 0.9 mM). Due to the difference 
in affinity, adenylyl-transfer is mostly rate-limiting at high concentrations of MgCl2, but the two steps become more 
closely matched at low concentrations of MgCl2. 
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ATP Dependence of Steady State Ligation 
 
In order to characterize multiple-turnover ligation, we first measured the dependence of the Lig1-
catalyzed reaction on the concentration of ATP. Initial rates were measured with saturating 
concentration of DNA (1 µM) and three different concentrations of Mg
2+
. Under all conditions, 
the initial rate portion of the reaction progress curves is linear (Appendix Figure A-7). At a high 
concentration of Mg
2+
 (30 mM), the ATP dependence follows Michaelis-Menten behavior with a 
KM value of 12 µM and a kcat value of 0.74 s
-1
 (Figure 2-5A). In contrast, at 1 mM Mg
2+
 the 
velocity shows a biphasic dependence on the concentration of ATP (Figure 2-5B). The expected 
Michaelis-Menten behavior is observed at low concentrations of ATP, but strong inhibition is 
observed at higher concentrations of ATP. A similar biphasic ATP dependence is observed in 
reactions with 0.2 mM Mg
2+
, but the inhibitory phase is shifted to a lower concentration of ATP 
than in the reactions performed at 1 mM Mg
2+
 (Figure 2-5C). The inhibition can be explained by 
the model in which Lig1 requires two Mg
2+
 ions for enzyme adenylylation, with one metal 
coming from ATP•Mg2+ and the other coming from solution (Figure 2-5D). The dissociation 
constant for ATP binding to Mg
2+
 under similar conditions has been reported to be 10–30 µM 
[17, 18], and thus the concentration of free Mg
2+
 is predicted to be dramatically decreased by the 
presence of stoichiometric ATP (Appendix Figure A-8). Similar inhibition has been observed for 
other ATP-dependent enzymes [19, 20]. Although the ATP concentration dependence could be 
readily fit by the requirement for two Mg
2+
 ions at both 1 and 0.2 mM MgCl2 (Figure 2-5B, C), 
these fits gave slightly different estimates for the Mg
2+
 affinity and the maximal rate of ligation 
(Appendix Figure A-9). The discrepancy between different data sets could be due to 
experimental error or to additional complexities such as inhibition by free ATP. Therefore, we 
independently measured the Mg
2+
 dependence of kcat/KM and kcat under conditions in which 
magnesium was always in excess over ATP. 
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Figure 2-5. ATP dependence of Lig1. Multiple-turnover ligation assays were performed with saturating nDNA (1 
µM) and with varying concentration of ATP and Mg
2+
. A, The initial rates determined with 30 mM MgCl2 are 
plotted as a function of ATP concentration. These data were fit by the Michaelis-Menten equation which yields a kcat 
value of 0.74 ± 0.09 s
-1
 and a KM for ATP of 11 ± 3 µM. B, The ATP dependence with 1 mM MgCl2. The low 
concentrations of ATP can be fit by the Michaelis-Menten equation (not shown) to yield a kcat value of 0.4 ± 0.06 s
-1
 
and a KM value of 13 ± 4 µM. C, The ATP dependence at 0.2 mM MgCl2. D, The kinetic model describing the 
requirement of Lig1 for two Mg
2+
 ions in the enzyme adenylylation step. The biphasic concentration dependence 
shown in panel B and C was fit by the model in D and takes into consideration the depletion of free Mg
2+
 due to the 
presence of excess ATP (see Appendix A). 
 
 
 
 Mg
2+
 Dependence of Steady State Ligation 
 
The magnesium dependence for kcat was determined with saturating DNA and ATP substrates. In 
order to account for the binding of Mg
2+
 ions to ATP, which decreases the concentration of free 
Mg
2+
 available for binding to the second site on Lig1, we calculated the free Mg
2+
 ion 
concentration for each steady state reaction (Figure 2-6A). The steady state kcat value showed a 
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simple hyperbolic dependence on Mg
2+
 ions, with an apparent dissociation constant for Mg
2+
 
(KMg) of 0.71 mM. The metal binding affinity cannot be ascribed to any single step, because the 
rate-limiting step changes as a function of Mg
2+
 concentration. The maximal turnover number 
(kcat) of 0.81 s
-1
 was used along with the independently determined microscopic rate constants 
for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing to calculate the microscopic rate constant for enzyme 
adenylylation of 1.3 s
-1
 (see Appendix A Materials). This rate constant is very similar to the rate 
constant for adenylyl transfer of 2.6 s
-1 
and explains why the burst phase is poorly defined in pre-
steady state reactions with saturating ATP (Figure 2-3).  
 
In order to determine the affinity of Lig1 for Mg
2+
 during enzyme adenylylation, we monitored 
the steady state reaction with saturating DNA, but sub-saturating ATP (kcat/KM
ATP
). This 
apparent second-order rate constant for the utilization of ATP can be limited by steps up to and 
including enzyme adenylylation. To avoid the problem of Mg
2+
 ion chelation that occurs at high 
concentrations of ATP, Mg
2+
 was in excess of ATP. The dependence of the steady state rate on 
the concentration of ATP is linear (Appendix Figure A-10). The resulting kcat/KM values show a 
simple hyperbolic dependence on the concentration of Mg
2+
 and yield a KMg value of 1.4 mM for 
an essential Mg
2+
 ion in the enzyme adenylylation step (Figure 2-6B). As discussed above, this 
metal ion is in addition to the Mg
2+
 ion that is already associated with the ATP molecule that is 
bound from solution (Figure 2-5D). At saturating Mg
2+
 the kcat/KM value for ATP is 6.2×10
4
 M
-
1
s
-1
, which is in reasonable agreement with the kcat/KM value of ~6.7×10
4
 M
-1
s
-1
 determined by 
varying ATP at saturating Mg
2+
 (Figure 2-5A). This number is significantly lower than the 
kcat/KM value for the DNA substrate of ~3×10
7
 M
-1
s
-1
 (Appendix Figure A-5B).  
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Figure 2-6. Magnesium dependence of multiple-turnover ligation. A, Reactions contained saturating nDNA (1 
µM) and ATP (100 µM) and the concentration of MgCl2 was varied (0.2-30 mM). The concentration of free Mg
2+
 
ion was calculated using the dissociation constant for the ATP•Mg2+ complex determined from the ATP dependence 
fits (12 μM). Fitting of the data by a hyperbolic binding curve yields a maximal kcat value of 0.81 ± 0.1 s
-1
 and a 
value of KMg of 0.71 ± 0.2 mM. B, The values of (kcat/KM)
ATP
 were determined with sub-saturating concentrations of 
ATP at the indicated Mg
2+
 concentrations between 0.2 and 30 mM.  The magnesium dependence of (kcat/KM)
ATP
 was 
fit by a binding hyperbola yielding a maximal (kcat/KM)
ATP
 value of 6.2 ± 1.1×10
4
 M
-1
s
-1
 and a KMg value of 1.8 ± 0.5 
mM. 
 
 
Dead-end Ligation Intermediates 
 
To investigate whether the long lifetime of the adenylylated DNA intermediate that is observed 
in single-turnover reactions at very low Mg
2+
 concentrations results in off-pathway events, we 
looked more closely at multiple-turnover reactions performed under similar conditions. The 
dissociation of Lig1 from an adenylylated DNA intermediate is expected to be irreversible under 
multiple-turnover conditions, because the free enzyme can adenylylate itself and is unable to 
rebind the adenylylated DNA intermediate. Indeed, multiple-turnover reactions containing 0.2 
mM MgCl2 show a significant build-up of adenylylated DNA intermediate (data not shown). 
Given the complex interplay between ATP and free magnesium concentrations, we expected that 
a similar situation would occur even at higher concentrations of total magnesium. To test this 
possibility, we followed steady state ligation reactions with saturating DNA, 1 mM MgCl2, and 
high levels of ATP. Under these conditions, the depletion of free Mg
2+
 results in significant off-
pathway release of the adenylylated DNA intermediate (Figure 2-7A, right panel). The level of 
intermediate that is formed greatly exceeds the enzyme concentration, indicating multiple-
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turnover release of the intermediate. In contrast, similar reactions with less than 200 μM ATP 
that proceed to equivalent levels of product formation produce no detectable intermediate (Figure 
2-7A, left panel). We measured the initial rates for steady state formation of adenylylated DNA 
intermediate and ligated product in order to quantify the efficiency of ligation. As ligase can take 
either the productive pathway of nick-sealing or the nonproductive pathway of release of 
adenylylated DNA (Figure 2-7B), this efficiency is calculated from the ratio of the rate for 
product formation divided by the sum of the rates for product and intermediate formation 
(Equation 2-4). Over the range of ATP concentrations tested, the efficiency of ligation falls from 
near 100% under optimal conditions to 60% with 1 mM Mg
2+
 and 2 mM ATP (Figure 2-7B). 
Although the truncated enzyme that lacks the amino terminal 232 amino acids appears to be fully 
active as a ligase, we were concerned that the removal of this portion of the protein might affect 
the rate of dissociation from the adenylylated DNA intermediate. Therefore, we prepared full-
length Lig1 and measured the efficiency of ligation with 1 mM Mg
2+
 and 2 mM ATP. We 
observed that the full-length enzyme had essentially the same efficiency of ligation as the 
truncated enzyme under these conditions (Appendix Figure A-11).  
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Figure 2-7. Evidence for the release of adenylylated intermediate during multiple-turnover ligation. A, 
Representative gels analyzing multiple-turnover ligation with 1 mM MgCl2 and 0.2 mM (left) or 2 mM (right) ATP. 
Time-points follow the first 10% of product formation. At low ATP concentration no noticeable intermediate was 
formed (left), whereas at high ATP concentration the intermediate accumulates in excess of enzyme concentration, 
indicating substantial release of intermediate (right). B, Ligation efficiency as a function of free Mg
2+
 under 
conditions of stoichiometric ATP and Mg
2+
. Steady state rates of formation of intermediate and product were 
determined for reactions containing 1 mM MgCl2 and 0.2–2 mM ATP. The concentration of ATP is indicated on the 
upper x-axis and the calculated concentration of free Mg
2+
 is shown on the lower x-axis. The concentration of free 
Mg
2+
 was determined using a Kd value of 12 M for the ATP•Mg complex (Figure 2-5 and Appendix Figure A-9). 
Data in panel B were fit by the simple partitioning scheme shown as an inset, using the independently determined 
values of kseal and the associated KMg for this step allowing a Mg
2+
-independent value for koff of 0.05 s
-1
 to be 
determined (see Appendix A and Appendix Equation A-12). 
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Discussion 
 
This work constitutes the first comprehensive kinetic analysis of a human DNA ligase and 
provides new insight into the multi-step reaction. We report the pre-steady state and steady state 
kinetic parameters for the ligation of a single-strand DNA break by human Lig1. Furthermore, 
we have investigated the Mg
2+
 dependence of individual steps in the ligase reaction. These 
experiments revealed that the affinity of Lig1 for Mg
2+
 ions varies along the reaction coordinate, 
and that the rate-limiting step and the efficiency of ligation depend on the concentration of Mg
2+
.  
 
  A 
 
  B 
Step Kd (µM) kmax (s
-1
) KMg (mM) 
ATP binding 12 ± 4 - - 
Enzyme adenylylation - 1.3 ± 0.3  1.8 ± 0.5 
DNA binding  < 0.03 - - 
Adenylyl transfer -  2.6 ± 0.6 0.15 ± 0.06 
Nick-sealing - 12 ± 2  2.6 ± 0.9 
 
Figure 2-8. Minimal kinetic mechanism for Lig1. A, Reaction scheme illustrating the minimal number of steps for 
DNA ligation. The substrate binding steps are assumed to be in rapid equilibrium, whereas the chemical steps are 
irreversible under the conditions employed. B, Summary of individual rate and equilibrium constants at saturating 
Mg
2+
. The apparent dissociation constant for Mg
2+
 (KMg) was determined for individual steps of the reaction. 
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Minimal kinetic framework for Lig1 
 
The minimal kinetic mechanism for Lig1 is presented in Figure 2-8A. The three chemical steps 
of ligase are essentially irreversible in the presence of excess ATP. The rates of enzyme 
adenylylation and adenylyl transfer are evenly matched when the nicked DNA substrate is 
saturating. The multiple-turnover rate constant (kcat) is 0.8 s
-1
 in this case. However, it is 
important to note that DNA ligation occurring in excision repair pathways may not require 
multiple-turnover ligation. We found that the recombinant Lig1 that we purified from E. coli is 
fully adenylylated and extremely stable. The pool of adenylylated ligase may be sufficient for 
ligation of low numbers of single-strand DNA breaks, and there may not be a strong driving 
force to increase the rate of enzyme activation. When Mg
2+
 is saturating, the nick-sealing step is 
significantly faster than the DNA adenylylation step, which would help to ensure efficient 
coupling between nick recognition and nick-sealing. However, the lower affinity of Mg
2+
 in the 
nick-sealing step leaves Lig1 vulnerable to uncoupling of these two chemical steps, which has 
biological implications (see below). 
 
Although the catalytic core is universally conserved in all ligases, there are additional domains 
that vary between different isoforms in a given organism and between ligases from different 
organisms. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the ligation activity of human Lig1, which is 
one of the largest ligases, with the ligase from Chlorella virus, which is one of the smallest 
ligases. Recent pre-steady state analysis of the Chlorella virus DNA ligase revealed almost 
identical rate constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing as we have observed for human 
Lig1 [21]. Consistent with their similar kinetic parameters in vitro, both enzymes are able to 
rescue the growth of yeast lacking cdc9, the replicative DNA ligase [22, 23].  
 
DNA ligases require divalent metal ions for catalysis, therefore we have investigated the 
magnesium dependence of the different steps in the Lig1-catalyzed reaction. The complex 
behavior observed when ATP and Mg
2+
 concentrations are similar strongly suggests that Lig1 
requires two Mg
2+
 ions for adenylylation (Figure 2-5D). One Mg
2+
 ion is expected to be bound 
along with the ATP substrate, but a second is required that has much weaker affinity (KMg = 1.4 
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mM). A similar conclusion was reached in a study of the T4 bacteriophage DNA and RNA 
ligases [24]. The use of more than one metal ion for phosphoryl and nucleotidyl transfer appears 
to be quite common, with examples ranging from protein kinases [19] to DNA polymerases and 
nucleases [25]. It is likely that subsequent steps also involve more than one metal ion, and there 
is evidence of two metal ion binding sites in the structure of the adenylylated DNA intermediate 
(10). The magnesium dependencies for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing can be explained by a 
single catalytic metal ion, but are also consistent with two metal ions that have different affinity. 
In this case, the value of KMg that we have determined corresponds to the binding of the weakest 
essential Mg
2+
 ion. Our experiments reveal that the affinity for this metal ion changes 
significantly between different steps of the ligation reaction, increasing by an order of magnitude 
between the enzyme adenylylation step and the adenylyl transfer step and then decreasing by a 
similar degree in the nick-sealing step (Figure 2-8B). These changes in Mg
2+
 affinity could be 
explained by conformational changes in the substrate or enzyme, or could indicate that unique 
metal binding sites are involved in different steps of the reaction. Additional work is required to 
determine the identity and catalytic roles of these Mg
2+
 ions. In many phosphoryl transfer 
enzymes, Mg
2+
 ions play roles in activating the nucleophile and stabilizing the development of 
negative charge. 
 
 
Biological Implications of the Lig1 Magnesium Dependence 
 
The decreased affinity of Lig1 for Mg
2+
 ions in the final nick-sealing step of the reaction renders 
Lig1 susceptible to changes in the concentration of free Mg
2+
 ions. Lig1 faithfully completes 
ligation at high concentrations of magnesium, however, low concentrations of magnesium cause 
the enzyme to abort ligation. The released adenylylated DNA intermediate cannot be ligated, 
because Lig1 reacts quickly with ATP and the occupancy of the AMP-binding pocket precludes 
rebinding. Thus, repair pathways are needed to remove the 5’-blocking adenylyl group to allow 
another opportunity for ligation. In the context of oxidative DNA damage, it has been suggested 
that mammalian DNA ligases attempt to ligate nicks lacking 3’-hydroxyl groups [26]. Our 
finding that low Mg
2+
 or high ATP concentration can lead to significant abortive ligation on a 
normal DNA nick provides an additional possibility. If a DNA break is repaired under conditions 
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of imbalanced Mg
2+
 or Mg
2+
-binding metabolites, then there is a significant risk that Lig1 will 
fail to complete ligation. The abundance of Mg
2+
 (total concentration 10-40 mM) and similarity 
to other metal ions has made it difficult to directly measure free Mg
2+
 concentration in the cell, 
however the data that are available for several different cell types suggest that the majority of 
Mg
2+
 is bound and the free Mg
2+
 is in the range of 0.2–3 mM [27]. The in vitro ligation 
experiments show that this range of Mg
2+
 ion concentration is where Lig1 becomes susceptible 
to abortive ligation and even slight decreases in the availability of free Mg
2+
 will further increase 
the burden (Figure 2-7). Thus, abortive ligation intermediates could be frequently generated in a 
wide variety of cellular contexts. 
 
 
Although this abortive ligation was observed for a truncated form of Lig1 that lacks the first 232 
amino acids, we observed that the amino terminus of Lig1 does not change the efficiency of 
ligation under conditions of limiting Mg
2+
 in vitro (Appendix Figure A-11). However, this 
portion of the protein is important for nuclear localization and for interactions with other 
proteins, including the sliding clamp PCNA (7,13,14). It remains to be tested whether protein-
protein interactions alter the efficiency of Lig1 in the cell, but the existence of dedicated repair 
pathways for adenylylated DNA suggest that abortive ligation does occur (26). 
 
 
There are two pathways that would enable the repair of adenylylated DNA intermediates (Figure 
2-9). The first pathway is the direct repair catalyzed by aprataxin. Aprataxin is a hydrolase that 
catalyzes the removal of the AMP group from adenylylated DNA nicks to regenerate the 5’-
phosphate [26, 28]. Defects in aprataxin cause the neurodegenerative disease ataxia with 
oculomotor apraxia 1, which is characterized by the loss of specific neuronal cells. It has been 
suggested that the affected neuronal cells either experience higher levels of oxidative damage or 
lack alternative repair pathways [26]. It is expected that long-patch base excision repair would 
also be an effective way of repairing an abortive ligation intermediate (Figure 2-9). In this 
pathway, strand displacement by a replicative polymerase would be followed by flap cleavage by 
FEN1 to generate a new 5’-phosphate that would be a substrate of DNA ligase (Figure 2-9). In 
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support of this proposed pathway, strand displacement and FEN1 cleavage has been shown to 
accept flap substrates with 5’ blocking lesions [29].  
 
 
Figure 2-9. Pathways for repair of 5’-adenylylated DNA resulting from abortive ligation. Direct repair of a 5’-
adenylylated nick is catalyzed by aprataxin (APTX). Alternatively, strand displacement by a replicative DNA 
polymerase generates a 5’-flap structure that can be processed by FEN1 to regenerate the adjacent 3’-hydroxyl and 
5’-phosphate required by DNA ligase. 
 
 
Our findings indicate that 3’-blocking lesions are not the only pathway for abortive ligation by 
human ligases and suggest that there are multiple cellular perturbations that could impact the 
frequency with which 5’-adenylylated DNA breaks are formed. As persistent DNA breaks are 
expected to block transcription and to be converted into double-strand breaks upon DNA 
replication, the formation and repair of 5’-adenylylated DNA is expected to be critical to cellular 
viability and genomic stability. Additional work is needed to understand the physiological 
conditions and molecular pathways important for the formation and repair of 5’-adenylylated 
DNA breaks. 
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Appendix A: Figures, Tables and Experimental Methods to 
Accompany Chapter 2 
 
 
Appendix Methods 
 
Fitting of ATP dependence 
 
The ATP dependence of Lig1 suggests that adenylylation of Lig1 follows a random, bireactant 
system in which there is a requirement for both the ATP•Mg2+ complex and a free magnesium 
ion (Mg
2+
F) for activity (Scheme A-1). 
 
 
 
Scheme A-1: Kinetic model describing substrate binding in Lig1. 
 
For simplicity, all of the steps following initial substrate binding have been grouped together into 
kcat. The term  is the cooperativity constant that represents the change in substrate affinity for 
the second substrate after the first has already bound. The generic form of this system, where the 
two substrates are represented by the variables A and B, has been described by Segel (1). The 
equation describing the system is available as equation VI-2: 
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
v
Vmax

[A][B]
(KA )(KB)(KA )[B](KB )[A][A][B]
   Appendix Equation A-1 
    
Designating Vmax = kcat[E]t: 
 
  Appendix Equation A-2 
 
For our model, the two substrates for the enzyme are ATP•Mg2+ and Mg2+F. The concentrations 
of these species present in our reactions must be determined from the total concentrations of 
Mg
2+
 and ATP and the dissociation constants for Mg
2+
 and ATP. ATP is known to potentially 
bind two magnesium atoms, resulting in the equilibrium pictured in Figure A-2. 
 
 
 
Scheme A-2: Binding of magnesium by ATP. 
 
Previous studies have shown that the second magnesium ion is bound with much lower affinity 
than the first (K2 ~ 20 mM and K1 ~ 20 M). This results in a low population of the 
ATP•(Mg2+)2 complex under the conditions that we have employed  and we have therefore 
simplified the analysis by ignoring the negligible binding of the second magnesium ion to 
ATP•Mg2+ from our calculations. Using the definition of the dissociation constant, K1, and the 
law of conservation of mass, we can determine relations between the concentrations of 
ATP•Mg2+ and Mg2+F and our known constants. The relation for the dissociation constant K1: 
 
      Appendix Equation A-3 
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From conservation of mass: 
 
     Appendix Equation A-4 
 
    Appendix Equation A-5 
 
Rearrangement of Appendix Equation A-4 and Appendix Equation A-5 yields Appendix 
Equation A-6 and Appendix Equation A-7, respectively: 
 
     Appendix Equation A-6 
 
    Appendix Equation A-7 
 
Substituting Appendix Equation A-6 and Appendix Equation A-7 into Appendix Equation A-3 
and rearranging gives the following: 
 
  
Appendix Equation A-8 
 
Which can be input into the quadratic equation to yield an equation for [ATP•Mg2+]: 
 
        Appendix Equation A-9 
 
Only the negative root is used in this equation because use of the positive root would result in an 
ATP•Mg2+ concentration greater than the concentration of ATPT or Mg
2+
T, which is impossible.  
The Mg
2+
F concentration can then be calculated from Appendix Equation A-7, using the value of 
[ATP•Mg2+] obtained from Appendix Equation A-9.  
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Calculation of rate constant for enzyme adenylylation 
 
We calculated the rate constant for enzyme adenylylation from the measured steady state rate 
and the separately determined microscopic rate constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing. 
This analysis assumes that the substrate binding and release steps occur very quickly and that the 
steady state rate constant (kcat) is controlled by the rate constants for the individual phosphoryl 
transfer steps. The reciprocal of the overall rate of reaction is given by the sum of the recipricols 
of the individual steps (2) as shown in Appendix Equation A-10: 
 
    Appendix Equation A-10 
 
Rearranging yields Appendix Equation A-11: 
 
    Appendix Equation A-11 
 
Using the experimentally determined values of 2.6 s
-1
, 12 s
-1
 and 0.81 s
-1 
for the adenylyl 
transfer, nick-sealing and steady-state ligation rate constants, respectively, we determine the 
enzyme adenylylation rate constant to be 1.3 s
-1
 under saturation conditions. 
 
 
Analysis of the abortive ligation catalyzed by Lig1 at limiting Mg
2+
 
 
The simplest model to explain the abortive ligation involves direct partitioning between nick-
sealing and release of the adenylylated DNA intermediate (see the inset of Figure 2-7). The Mg
2+
 
dependence of the nick-sealing step was determined independently from the single-turnover 
ligation at high concentration of Mg
2+
 (Figure 2-8, using the data from Figure 2-4). In the 
absence of direct information regarding the binding affinity of the adenylylated intermediate, we 
assumed that the rate constant for its release (koff) is independent of Mg
2+
 concentration. 
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Substitution into the partitioning equation (Equation 2-4) gives Appendix Equation A-12, in 
which kseal is the rate constant for nick sealing, and KMg is the apparent dissociation constant for 
Mg
2+
 in the nick-sealing step. 
 
      Appendix Equation A-12 
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A       B 
 
 
Appendix Figure A-1: Evaluation of different quenching solutions. Single-turnover ligation reactions contained 
600 nM Lig1 and 80 nM DNA in standard reaction buffer with 10 mM MgCl2 and were quenched at 4 ms (A) or 400 
ms (B) in the indicated quench solution and the amounts of intermediate and product formed were quantified via the 
gel-based ligation assay. A, Quench solutions that contain either EDTA or concentrated NaOH result in less than 1% 
formation of intermediate or product when the reaction is quenched at 4 ms. In contrast, urea quench solutions allow 
the reaction to proceed to roughly 40% completion. B, The EDTA and NaOH quench solutions stop the reaction at a 
similar extent of reaction at 400 ms. Urea quenches appear to act more slowly, allowing for greater product 
formation and intermediate breakdown. 
 
 
A       B 
 
0.015 mM MgCl2 
 
[Lig1] ktransfer (s
-1
) kseal (s
-1
) 
400 nM 0.045 ± 0.013 0.040 ± 0.021 
600 nM 0.054 ± 0.008 0.044 ± 0.011 
800 nM 0.049 ± 0.020 0.045 ± 0.016 
 
 
Appendix Figure B-2: Representative single-turnover ligation kinetics indicate that the concentration of Lig1 
employed is far above the Kd for substrate binding. The rate constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing were 
determined for single-turnover reactions containing 80 nM DNA and 400–800 nM Lig1 in standard reaction buffer 
with 0.015 mM MgCl2 (A) or 10 mM MgCl2 (B). The rate constants determined for each chemical step are 
equivalent, within error, across all enzyme concentrations tested, indicating that the single-turnover reaction is 
saturated with 400 nM Lig1 (Kd >> 400 nM). Unless otherwise indicated, we used 600 nM Lig1 to ensure that the 
maximal single-turnover rate was measured. 
10 mM MgCl2 
 
[Lig1] ktransfer (s
-1
) kseal (s
-1
) 
400 nM 2.1 ± 0.8 9.1 ± 1.1 
600 nM 2.3 ± 0.4 9.6 ± 0.6 
800 nM 2.2 ± 0.7 9.8 ± 1.3 
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Appendix Figure A-3: Active-site titration to determine the concentration of active (adenylylated) LIG1. 
Single-turnover reactions were in the standard buffer containing 250 nM DNA and 10 mM MgCl2 and the indicated 
concentration of Lig1. Reactions were quenched after 10 minutes and the ligation was limited to a single turnover, 
because no ATP was present. Prior to this experiment, the concentrations of ligase and DNA were based on 
measurement of the UV-absorbance. According to the titration, 270 nM ligase would be required to fully ligate 250 
nM nicked DNA. We adjusted the concentration of the Lig1 stock by 7.4 % to ensure that the concentration of 
substrate and enzyme were equivalent. A similar titration was performed on enzyme that was loaded into the 
quench-flow apparatus and this revealed that there was a reproducible loss of ~10% of the enzyme during the rapid-
mixing experiments. After this correction we measured identical steady state rate constants from reactions 
performed either in the quench-flow or with manual mixing on the bench-top. 
 
 
A      B 
 
 
Appendix Figure A-4: Stability of LIG1 in reaction buffer. Reactions containing 20 nM Lig1, 40 nM DNA and 
10 mM MgCl2 in standard reaction buffer were quenched after 10 minutes and the fraction of ligated DNA was 
determined. Because ATP was omitted from the reaction, ligation was limited to a single turnover. 100 nM stock 
solutions of Lig1 used in the reactions had been incubating at 4
o
C (A) or 37
 o
C (B) in 1x reaction buffer for various 
times prior to the experiment. There is no appreciable change in ligation % across the time-span tested under either 
condition, indicating that ligase is very stable for up to 5 months at 4
 o
C, or an hour at 37
 o
C. All kinetic data 
reported in the accompanying paper was obtained from reactions lasting less than 40 minutes. 
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A      B 
 
 
Appendix Figure A-5: DNA concentration dependence of the multiple-turnover ligation reaction. The rate of 
multiple-turnover ligation was determined across a range of DNA concentrations for reactions containing 1 nM 
ligase in 1x reaction buffer with 200 M ATP at either 0.2 mM MgCl2 (A) or 10 mM MgCl2 (B). Both sets of data 
fit well to the Michaelis-Menten equation and yield a KM for DNA of 24 ± 8 nM. Reactions were performed in 
duplicate. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix Figure A-6: Multiple-turnover ligation is linearly dependent upon the concentration of LIG1. The 
rate of product formation was determined from multiple-turnover reactions containing a range of ligase 
concentrations and saturating DNA (1 M) in 1x reaction buffer with 200 M ATP and 10 mM MgCl2. The linear 
response of the reaction velocity to enzyme concentration shows that Lig1 does not undergo any concentration 
dependent changes in activity across this range and that similar reactions performed across this range of ligase 
concentrations are directly comparable. 
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Appendix Figure A-7: Representative initial rates for steady state ligation by LIG1. Product formation was 
monitored in reactions containing 1 µM DNA, 30 mM MgCl2 and 3 µM (○), 6 µM (Δ), 30 µM (◊), 100 µM (x), or 
200 µM (□) ATP. The initial rates were linear up to at least 10% reaction in all cases and steady state kinetics were 
determined from reaction time courses that were within the first 10% of reaction unless otherwise noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix Figure A-8: Binding of Mg
2+
 to ATP decreases the concentration of free Mg
2+
 available to LIG1. 
The ratio of the concentration of free magnesium to total magnesium was calculated for solutions with varying 
levels of ATP and either 0.2 mM (○), 1 mM (□) or 30 mM (◊) MgCl2, using the binding equilibria shown in Scheme 
S2 and a value of 12 µM for K1. The concentration of free magnesium drops rapidly in a solution containing only 
0.2 mM MgCl2, with a 20% loss of free magnesium at 40 µM ATP. In contrast, a 20% loss of free magnesium in a 
solution containing 1 mM MgCl2 does not occur until the ATP concentration reaches 200 µM. This trend correlates 
with the inhibition seen in multiple-turnover reactions as ATP stimulated inhibition of the reaction is delayed in the 
1 mM MgCl2 reactions, as compared to the 0.2 mM MgCl2 reactions. The 30 mM MgCl2 reactions are predicted to 
maintain high levels of free Mg
2+
 over this range of ATP concentrations and we found no evidence of inhibition of 
Lig1 by ATP under these conditions. 
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Parameter 0.2 mM MgCl2 1 mM MgCl2 30 mM MgCl2 
K1 (M) 1.210
-5
 1.210-5 1.210-5 
KMgF (M) 6.610
-4
 6.610-4 6.610-4 
KATP•Mg (M) 5.010
-5
 1.710-5 1.110-5 
kcat (s
-1
) 0.59 0.8 0.8 
α 5 5 5 
 
Appendix Figure A-9: Kinetic and thermodynamic constants obtained from fits of the ATP concentration 
dependencies with the two magnesium model for LIG1. These parameters are from the curve fits shown in the 
text (Figure 2-5). The ATP concentration dependencies were fit to the equation describing the bisubstrate model of 
Appendix Scheme A-1 (Appendix Equation A-2) using the program Kaleidagraph. In this equation the species A 
and B represent the ATP•Mg2+ complex and free Mg2+ ion, respectively. The expressions describing the 
concentrations of the ATP•Mg2+ complex and free Mg2+ ion were derived from the binding equilibria in Appendix 
Scheme A-2 (Appendix Equation A-9 and A-7) and were substituted into Appendix Equation A-2 for fitting to the 
known experimental conditions. We were unable to fit all three data sets to common parameters, but reasonable fits 
were obtained with constant values for the affinity of ATP for Mg
2+
, Lig1 affinity for free Mg
2+, and an α value for 
cooperative binding of ATP•Mg2+ and Mg2+. The resulting best fit values for kcat and the binding affinity of 
ATP•Mg2+ to Lig1 are in reasonable agreement. The failure to obtain a perfect fit to all of the data could indicate 
experimental error or additional complexities not considered in our model, such as inhibition by free ATP or 
additional binding sites for Mg
2+
 on Lig1 or the DNA substrate. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix Figure A-10: Measurement of kcat/KM for utilization of ATP (kcat/KM)
ATP 
by LIG1. Representative 
data are shown for reactions containing 4 nM ligase and 1 M DNA in the standard reaction buffer with 0.5 M, 1 
M, and 2 M ATP and 0.5 mM (○), 5 mM (□) or 15 mM (◊) MgCl2. The linear dependence of the initial rates upon 
the concentration of ATP indicates that these reactions are sub-saturating for ATP and the value of (kcat/KM)
ATP
 is 
given by the slope of the line. All reactions were performed in triplicate and the error bars indicate the standard 
deviation. 
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Chapter 3: Comparison of Manganese and Magnesium as Cofactors 
for Human DNA Ligase I 
 
 
Abstract 
 
DNA ligases utilize a catalytic mechanism that involves three phosphoryl transfer reactions. 
Each of these chemical steps requires the presence of one or more divalent metal cofactors. 
While most phosphoryl transfer enzymes appear to use magnesium as the physiological cofactor, 
many are also able to utilize manganese.  Metal substitution often results in changes to enzyme 
catalysis, including changes in substrate specificity and affinity, or the rate of catalysis during 
metal-dependent steps. Characterization of single and multiple turnover reactions of human DNA 
ligase I in the presence of manganese have shown that manganese can substitute for magnesium 
in all steps of the reaction. Surprisingly, low affinity inhibition by manganese exists for some, 
but not all of the reaction steps. Inhibition is not competitive with magnesium, suggesting that 
inhibitory metal binding occurs outside of the active-site. This research shows the LIG1 active 
site has enough plasticity to efficiently accommodate both magnesium and manganese cofactors 
while also revealing a previously unknown inhibitory metal site. 
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Introduction 
 
DNA ligases seal breaks in the DNA backbone by catalyzing formation of a phosphodiester bond 
between adjacent DNA strands [1]. This function is absolutely essential to maintain the integrity 
of the genome after nicks are formed during DNA repair and replication. Higher eukaryotes 
encode three different DNA ligases, each specializing in a different area of DNA break repair. 
DNA ligase I (LIG1) is the most abundant of the three and accomplishes the majority of nuclear 
single-strand DNA break repair [2]. DNA ligase III exhibits both single- and double-strand break 
repair activity and accomplishes all DNA repair within the mitochondria [3, 4]. DNA ligase III is 
also expressed in the nucleus, however this form appears to dispensable for normal cellular 
function. DNA ligase IV is responsible for nuclear double-strand break repair such as that during 
non-homologous end-joining [5, 6]. All three ligases share a common catalytic core consisting of 
three-independently folding domains. It is expected that a comprehensive understanding of LIG1 
will provide a useful framework for understanding all human ligases.  
 
Enzymatic DNA ligation follows a reaction pathway that is universally conserved from bacteria 
to higher eukaryotes (Scheme 3-1) [1]. The pathway consists of 3 independent phosphoryl 
transfer reactions. The first step of the pathway, enzyme adenylylation, involves attachment of an 
AMP group to an active site lysine on the enzyme using either ATP or NAD
+
 as the nucleotide 
donor. ATP serves as the nucleotide donor for all mammalian DNA ligases. Enzyme 
adenylylation requires the presence of two divalent metals, one that comes in with the ATP 
molecule and another captured from solution [7]. In the second step of the pathway, adenylyl 
transfer, the enzyme catalyzes attack of the 5' phosphate at the nick on the adenylylated lysine, 
resulting in transfer of the AMP to the DNA and formation of an adenylylated DNA 
intermediate. The final step of the reaction involves catalyzing attack of the 3' hydroxyl at the 
nick on the adenylylated phosphate, forming a phosphodiester bond and sealing the nick. Both 
DNA dependent steps require the presence of at least one divalent metal ion [8]. A crystal 
structure of LIG1 in complex with adenlylyated DNA pre-nick-sealing reveals two potential 
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metal binding sites well-coordinated by universally conserved active-site residues [9]. Metal ions 
in these sites would interact closely with important substrate chemical groups, however the 
function of a metal in either site is not known. 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 3-1: Kinetic mechanism of enzymatic DNA ligation.  
 
 
We recently characterized the kinetic mechanism of DNA ligation in the presence of magnesium, 
the presumptive physiological cofactor [7]. Many magnesium-dependent phosphoryl transfer 
enzymes are able to utilize manganese in place of magnesium as the catalytically required metal 
cofactor [10-12]. In many cases, study of the differences between reactions catalyzed in 
magnesium or manganese catalyzed reactions gives functional insight into the role of metal ions 
during catalysis. We report here a systematic comparison of manganese and magnesium as metal 
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cofactors for enzymatic ligation by human DNA ligase I. We find manganese is able to substitute 
for magnesium in every step of the reaction, displaying similar binding affinities and resulting in 
similar maximal rate constants. We also discover the presence of an inhibitory metal site specific 
for manganese over magnesium. Surprisingly, inhibition occurs during enzyme adenylylation 
and adenylyl transfer, but not nick-sealing. More potent inhibition occurs in mixtures of 
magnesium and manganese, suggesting that ligase activity could be compromised under 
conditions of manganese metal toxicity. 
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Methods 
 
Recombinant DNA Ligase I 
 
The catalytic domain of human LIG1 (residues 232-919) was expressed in E. coli and purified as 
previously described [7]. Cells were lysed in the presence of 1 mM EDTA to preserve the 
adenylylated form of the enzyme, and subsequently purified over a phosphocellulose column and 
a NTA-nickel column. The His tag was removed with Prescission protease, and LIG1 was further 
purified with Q-sepharose. The final purified fractions were combined and dialyzed into storage 
buffer (25 mM Tris•Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, and 0.1 mM EDTA). Aliquots were 
snap-frozen and stored at -80 
o
C. Purity was greater than 95% as judged by SDS-PAGE. Initial 
concentrations were estimated from the absorbance at 280 nm, using the calculated extinction 
coefficient. The concentration of active, adenylylated enzyme was determined by titration with 
nicked DNA substrate, as described previously [7], and this active concentration is reported 
throughout.  
 
 
DNA Substrates 
 
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or by the Keck Center at 
Yale University and were purified on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The portion of the gel 
containing the full-length oligonucleotide was excised, crushed, and extracted by soaking 
overnight in 500 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA.  The extracted oligonucleotides were desalted by 
binding to a C18 reverse phase column (Sep-pak, Waters) and eluted with 30% (v/v) acetonitrile. 
Concentrations were obtained from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated extinction 
coefficients. The three oligonucleotides used in this study had sequences 5’-
CCGAATCAGTCCGACGACGCATCAGCAC, 5’-GTGCTGATGCGTC, and 5’-P-
GTCGGACTGATTCGG-FAM (P indicates 5’ phosphorylation and FAM indicates the presence 
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of a 3’ fluorescein). The nicked, double-stranded DNA substrate (nDNA) was formed by mixing 
equimolar amounts of the three oligonucleotides in 10 mM NaMES pH 6.5 and 50 mM NaCl and 
cooling the mixture from 90 °C to 4 °C at a rate of 3 °C per minute.  
 
 
Gel-based Ligation Assay 
 
Ligation reactions were performed at 37 °C. Unless otherwise indicated, the standard buffer 
contained 50 mM NaMOPS pH 7.5 (measured at 25 °C), 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.05 mg/mL BSA, 
and sufficient NaCl to maintain a constant ionic strength of 150 mM. The amounts of ATP, 
MgCl2, MnCl2, nDNA, and LIG1 varied, as indicated below. Preincubation controls established 
that LIG1 retains 100% of its activity after 1 hr in this standard buffer, and all of the kinetic data 
was collected within this window of time (Appendix Figure B-1) [7]. Reactions were quenched 
as described below, heated to 95 °C for 5 min to denature the DNA and resolved on 20% (w/v) 
denaturing polyacrylamide gels containing 8 M Urea. Fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides were 
detected with a Typhoon Trio
+
 imager (GE Healthcare) with excitation at 488 nm and emission 
through a 520 nm band-pass filter. The images were analyzed using ImageQuantTL (GE 
Healthcare). The intensity of the individual DNA species was corrected for background 
fluorescence, and the fraction of the total fluorescence was determined by dividing the 
fluorescence intensity for the desired species by the signal for all other species in the sample. 
When necessary, this fraction was converted into its concentration by multiplying by the total 
concentration of DNA in the reaction.  
 
 
Multiple-Turnover Ligation Assays 
 
Steady state kinetic analysis was performed in the standard ligation buffer and the temperature 
was maintained at 37 °C in a circulating water-bath. Reaction mixtures were preincubated for 5 
min prior to addition of LIG1. Reactions were arrested by quenching a 4 µL aliquot in 15 µL of 
quench solution (50 mM EDTA in 90% formamide), and the extent of ligation was determined as 
described above. Initial rates were determined from the linear rate of substrate disappearance 
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within the first 10% of the reaction. When both intermediate and product were formed during the 
reaction, the rate of formation for each species was determined. Values reported represent the 
average of at least three experiments. Equations used to fit data are described in the Models of 
Kinetic Parameters section and in the text. All fitting of multiple-turnover data was done using 
Kaleidagraph, Synergy Software. 
 
 
Rapid Quench Experiment 
 
Rapid mixing experiments were performed in a Kintek RFQ-3 quench-flow apparatus. One 
sample loop contained LIG1 and the other contained DNA, each at double the reaction 
concentration. The samples were in 1x reaction buffer with the desired metal ion concentration 
and the drive syringes contained the same solution. Loaded reactants were allowed to equilibrate 
for 90 seconds to reach the correct temperature. Reactions were initiated by mixing of 20 µL of 
each sample and were quenched at the desired times by mixing with 20 µL of quench solution, 
held in the quenching syringe. Data obtained at concentrations above 1 mM manganese with the 
50 mM EDTA in 90% formamide quench used previously [7] did not fit well to the 2-step 
irreversible model (Appendix Figure B-2). Data from identical reactions instead quenched with 
concentrated HCl do fit well to a 2-step irreversible model. Comparison of the data from 
EDTA/formamide or HCl quenched reactions reveals that a larger amount of adenylylated DNA 
intermediate is formed when reactions are quenched with EDTA/formamide. This suggests that 
the EDTA/formamide quench does not stop the adenylyl transfer step on the sub-millisecond 
time-scale required for quench-flow experiments. For this reason, 3M HCl was used as the 
quenching solution for all single-turnover experiments. 5 seconds after quenching, samples were 
brought to neutral pH by addition of 20 L of 3 M NaOH. 160 mL of 50 mM EDTA in 90% 
formamide was added following neutralization and samples were analyzed with the standard gel-
based ligation assay. Unless otherwise indicated, the typical concentrations of nDNA and LIG1 
were 80 nM and 600 nM, respectively. The data were imported into the program Berkeley-
Madonna (www.berkeleymadonna.com) and the curve fitting function was used to globally fit 
the levels of intermediate and product by the scheme represented in Scheme 3-1. Fitting of the 
data to a model including reversible chemical steps did not produce significantly different results 
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(data not shown). Fits of reactions from individual experiments provided values for the rate 
constants for adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing and the reported values reflect the average rates 
determined from at least three independent experiments at each metal concentration. These rate 
constants were plotted versus the concentration of metal ions. Fitting of the data is discussed in 
the results section. 
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Models of Kinetic Parameters 
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
      Equation 3-1 
 
Equation 3-1 describes the non-competitive inhibition model where a reaction is activated by 
binding of species A to a single stimulatory site and is inhibited by binding of species I to a 
single inhibitory site. kobs is the observed rate constant for the step being measured, kA is the 
maximal rate constant, KA is the observed affinity for species A during the observed step, and KI 
is the observed affinity for species I. Equation 3-1 is used for fitting the manganese data in 
Figures 3-1B, 3-2B, and 3-3B. It is also used for fitting the data in Figures 3-3A, 3-3B, and 3-5A 
where manganese is inhibiting the magnesium stimulated reaction. In cases where manganese 
acts to activate as well as inhibit catalysis, A = I. 
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Ak
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A
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
        Equation 3-2 
 
Equation 3-2 describes the model where a reaction is activated by binding of species A to a 
single stimulatory site. kobs is the observed rate constant for the step being measured, kA is the 
maximal rate constant, and KA is the observed affinity for species A during the observed step. 
Equation 3-2 is used for fitting the magnesium data in Figures 3-1B, 3-2B, 3-4A, and 3-4B. It is 
also used for fitting of the manganese dependence of nick-sealing in Figure 3-4B and takes the 
form of the Michaelis-Menten equation for the ATP dependence of multiple-turnover in 
Appendix Figure B-4. 
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Equation 3-3 describes the model where a reaction is activated by competitive binding of species 
A or species B to a single stimulatory site. kobs is the observed rate constant for the step being 
measured, kA and kB are the maximal rate constants when either species A or B is bound, 
respectively, and KA and KB are the observed affinities for species A and B, respectively, during 
the observed step. Equation 3-3 is used for fitting the data in Figure 3-5B. 
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Results 
 
Manganese Stimulated Steady-State Ligation  
 
To evaluate the ability of manganese to stimulate DNA ligation, we performed multiple-turnover 
reactions at varying concentrations of manganese. These reactions spanned the range of 
manganese concentrations from 100 M to 20 mM. The rate of all multiple-turnover reactions 
were determined from data obtained at less than 10% product formation, ensuring measurement 
of the steady-state reaction (Figure 3-1A). Observation of identical V/E values for reactions with 
both 250 nM and 1 M DNA at both 100 M and 20 mM manganese indicate that the 1 M 
DNA concentration used for the multiple-turnover experiments is saturating (Appendix Figure 
B-3A, B). Product formation remains linear over the time-course of the reaction requiring the 
most time (Appendix Figure B-3, B), and pre-incubation of the enzyme under typical reaction 
conditions without DNA does not affect the rate of reaction (Appendix Figure B-1). These 
results indicate that LIG1 is stable under these reaction conditions in the presence of manganese, 
similar to what we have previously seen with magnesium [7]. The dependence of the manganese 
stimulated steady-state rate on ATP was found to be similar to that observed with magnesium, 
with a KM,ATP of 12 M (Appendix Figure B-4). 
 
The maximal multiple-turnover rate constant at saturating DNA and ATP, kcat, displays a 
biphasic dependence on manganese concentration, increasing from 0 mM to 1 mM manganese 
and then decreasing above 1 mM manganese (Figure 3-1B). The biphasic dependence of kcat fits 
well to a noncompetitive inhibition model where one manganese ion activates the enzyme and a 
second manganese ion inhibits (Equation 3-1). This fit yields a kcat of 1.3 ± 0.1 s
-1
, with a 
stimulatory K1/2 for manganese, KMn, of 0.5 ± 0.08 mM and an inhibitory K1/2 for manganese, KI, 
of 2.1 ± 0.6 mM. These data show that manganese can fulfill all the catalytically required roles 
of magnesium during ligation. Data previously obtained in the presence of magnesium is plotted 
alongside the manganese data for comparison (Figure 3-1B, Equation 3-2). Comparison of the 
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kinetic constants measured with manganese to those measured with magnesium reveals that the 
two metals bind the stimulatory site with similar affinity and result in a similar reaction rate (0.5 
mM and 1.3 s
-1
 vs. 0.71 mM and 0.81 s
-1
 for manganese and magnesium, respectively) (Table 3-
1). 
 
A       B 
   
 
Figure 3-1: Multiple-turnover ligation with Mn
2+
 and saturating ATP and DNA. A, Representative initial rates 
of DNA ligation with Mn
2+
 as the cofactor. Reactions contained saturating DNA (1 M) and 4 nM LIG1 and the 
mean ± SD is shown for 3 independent reactions. B, The kcat value for LIG1-catalyzed ligation shows a biphasic 
dependence on the concentration of Mn
2+
 (○). For comparison, the kcat dependence on magnesium is plotted from 
[7]. The Mg
2+
 dependence is represented by a single-site binding model (Equation 3-2, dashed black line), the Mn
2+
 
dependence is fit by a noncompetitive inhibition model (Equation 3-1, solid red line). 
 
 
Manganese Stimulation of ATP-dependent Reactions 
 
The use of subsaturating levels of ATP allows monitoring of the ATP dependent steps of the 
reaction, ATP binding and enzyme adenylylation (Scheme 3-1). Analysis of the second order 
rate constant for the utilization of ATP ((kcat/KM)
ATP
) under these conditions allows us to 
investigate how manganese affects the ATP-dependent reactions for DNA ligation. The linear 
dependence of the steady-state rate on the concentration of ATP at less than 2 mM ATP confirms 
that (kcat/KM)
ATP
 is determined (Figure 3-2A). The value of (kcat/KM)
ATP
 displays a biphasic 
dependence on manganese (Figure 3-2B), similar to that observed when ATP is saturating in 
multiple-turnover. A fit of this data to the equation describing a noncompetitive inhibition model 
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(Equation 3-1) where manganese acts as both the activating and inhibitory cofactor yields a 
maximal (kcat/KM)
ATP
 value of (1.2 ± 0.2) x 10
5 
M
-1
s
-1
, and identical values for KA and KI of 2.1 ± 
0.6 mM (Table 3-1). The metal affinities have a large error associated with them in the fitting 
program, Kaleidagraph. This suggests that multiple solutions exist that fit the model to the data. 
Thus, while this set of numbers is the best fit for the data, they should be considered as rough 
estimates of the real value. 
 
A       B 
   
 
Figure 3-2: Multiple-turnover with Mn
2+
 and sub-saturating ATP. A, Representative initial rates of ligation for 
sub-saturating amounts of ATP that are used to calculate the value of (kcat/KM)
ATP
 at different concentrations of 
Mn
2+
. B, The value of (kcat/KM)
ATP
 displays a biphasic dependence on the concentration of Mn
2+
 (○). For 
comparison, the (kcat/KM)
ATP
 dependence on magnesium is plotted from [7].The Mg
2+
 dependence is represented by 
a single-site binding model (Equation 3-2, dashed black line), and the Mn
2+
 dependence is fit by a noncompetitive 
inhibition model (Equation 3-1, solid red line). 
 
 
Inhibitory Manganese is Not Competitive with Magnesium in Multiple-Turnover 
 
To investigate the effect of manganese on magnesium stimulated multiple-turnover ligation, we 
followed reactions containing saturating concentrations of magnesium and varying 
concentrations of manganese. The steady-state rate of product formation decreases in response to 
increasing levels of manganese under these conditions (Figure 3-3A). The manganese 
dependence of the observed multiple-turnover rate fits well to a noncompetitive inhibition model 
(Equation 3-1), where magnesium is the activating cofactor, A, and manganese is the inhibitory 
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cofactor, I. This model yields superimposable fits to the data at 5 mM and 20 mM magnesium, 
yielding a KI for the multiple-turnover reaction of 0.22 ± 0.06 mM and 0.19 ± 0.04 mM, 
respectively. Absence of a change in the KI for manganese over a 4-fold change in magnesium 
ion concentration indicates that the inhibitory manganese ion(s) do not compete with 
magnesium. The significantly tighter affinity for the inhibitory manganese measured in a 
background of magnesium in this experiment as opposed to that reported above with manganese 
alone (0.2 mM vs. 2.1 mM, respectively) suggests the measurement of a different inhibitory 
species between the two experiments. This will be evaluated further in the discussion section. 
 
   
 
Figure 3-3: Mn
2+
 is a noncompetitive inhibitor of Mg
2+
-dependent ligation. A, The rate constant for multiple 
turnover ligation (kcat) with saturating DNA (1 M) and ATP (200 M) was measured at both 5 mM (○) and 20 mM 
(⎕) Mg2+ and varying amounts of Mn2+. The data were fit by a noncompetitive inhibition model (Equation 3-1). Fits 
of the data for the two different concentrations of Mg
2+
 are superimposable and yield KI values of 0.22 mM and 0.19 
mM Mn
2+
 at 5 mM and 20 mM Mg
2+
, respectively. B, The second order rate constant for ligation at sub-saturating 
ATP, (kcat/KM)
ATP
, was determined at both 5 mM (○) and 20 mM (⎕) Mg2+ and varying concentrations of Mn2+. The 
data were fit by a noncompetitive inhibition model (Equation 3-1) and yield KI values of 4.1 mM and 8.4 mM Mn
2+
 
at 5 mM and 20 mM Mg
2+
, respectively. 
 
 
The manganese dependence of the magnesium stimulated multiple-turnover rate under 
(kcat/KM)
ATP
 conditions fits well to a noncompetitive inhibition model in which magnesium acts 
as the stimulatory metal and manganese is inhibitory (Figure 3-3B, Equation 3-1). Though the 
curves have different (kcat/KM)
ATP
max values due to 5 mM magnesium being subsaturating under 
(kcat/KM)
ATP
  conditions, the KI values are quite similar (4.1 ± 0.7 mM and 8.4 ± 0.9 mM at 5 
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mM and 20 mM magnesium, respectively). This suggests that inhibition by manganese is not 
caused by displacement of active-site magnesium ions, but must instead be occurring via binding 
to some other site(s). 
 
 
Stimulation of Single-Turnover Ligation by Manganese 
 
To determine the effect of manganese on adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing, we performed 
single-turnover ligation reactions across a range of manganese ion concentrations. Under-single 
turnover conditions, adenylylated enzyme is added to substrate in the absence of ATP, ensuring 
that each enzyme can turnover only once. Use of saturating levels of enzyme in vast excess over 
substrate ensures that the observed rate constants are not affected by substrate binding. The rates 
for these steps were determined as described in the methods. Briefly, the level of intermediate 
and product present in the reaction over time is fit by a 2-step irreversible mechanism using the 
program Berkeley-Madonna. These fits give values for the rates of adenylyl transfer and nick-
sealing, which are reported here. 3 M HCl was used as the quench in the single-turnover 
experiments reported here, as the EDTA/formamide quench used previously did not stop the 
reaction on the required time-scale (see Methods, Appendix Figure B-2). This may reflect slower 
dissociation of manganese than magnesium. Single-turnover reactions spanned the range of 
manganese concentrations from 10 M to 10 mM. Identical rate constants were obtained from 
reactions performed with either 800 nM or 3200 nM LIG1 at various manganese concentrations, 
indicating saturating levels of enzyme (Appendix Figure B-5, Appendix Table B-1). 
 
Similar to what was observed for kcat, the rate constant for adenylyl transfer, ktransfer, displays a 
biphasic dependence on manganese concentration, resulting in an increase from 0 mM to 0.1 mM 
Mn
2+
, and then a decrease above 0.1 mM Mn
2+
 (Figure 3-4A). Fitting the data to the equation 
describing a noncompetitive inhibition model (Equation 3-1), in which manganese acts as both 
the activating and inhibiting cofactor, yields a maximal rate constant for adenylyl transfer, 
ktransfer, of 8.7 ± 1.2 s
-1
, with a KA of 0.12 ± 0.06 mM and a KI of 0.13 ± 0.08 mM. Similar to the 
values obtained from the (kcat/KM)
ATP
 measurements, the numbers given here have large reported 
errors from Kaleidagraph, suggesting they are not a unique solution to the data. In contrast to the 
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adenylyl transfer step, the nick-sealing reaction displays a simple hyperbolic binding dependence 
on manganese concentration, similar to what is observed for magnesium (Figure 3-4B). Fitting of 
the nick-sealing data to a hyperbolic binding curve (Equation 3-3) yields a maximal nick-sealing 
rate constant, kseal, of 6.4 ± 0.6 s
-1
 and a KA for manganese of 0.44 ± 0.08 mM.  
 
A       B 
   
 
Figure 3-4: Mn
2+
 dependence of single-turnover ligation. The adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing rate constants 
were determined using rapid quench with 800 nM LIG1 and 80 nM nicked DNA at the indicated concentrations of 
Mn
2+ 
(○). For comparison the magnesium dependence is plotted from [7]. A, The manganese dependence for 
adenylyl transfer is fit by a noncompetitive inhibition model (Equation 3-1, solid red line), whereas the magnesium 
dependence is represented by a single-site binding curve (Equation 3-2, dashed black line). B, The metal dependence 
for nick-sealing is fit by a single-site binding curve (Equation 3-2) for both manganese (solid red line) and 
magnesium (dashed black line). 
 
 
 
Manganese Inhibition of Magnesium Stimulated Single-Turnover Ligation 
 
To gain insight into the inhibitory manganese sites observed during enzyme adenylylation, we 
performed single-turnover reactions at a fixed concentration of magnesium and varying 
concentrations of manganese. As expected, the addition of manganese decreases the observed 
rate for adenylyl transfer (Figure 3-5A). Data obtained at either 5 mM or 20 mM magnesium fits 
reasonably well to a noncompetitive inhibition model for manganese (Equation 3-1), and yields a 
KI of 0.25 mM at both magnesium concentrations. An identical value for the KI at both 5 mM 
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and 20 mM magnesium suggests that the inhibitory manganese that affects adenylyl transfer is 
not competitive with magnesium. 
 
 
A       B 
   
 
Figure 3-5: Mn
2+
 is a noncompetitive inhibitor of adenylyl transfer, but not nick sealing. Single-turnover 
ligation reactions were performed at both 5 mM and 20 mM Mg
2+
 and various concentrations of Mn
2+
 to evaluate 
the inhibitory effects of Mn
2+
 on these two steps. A, The data for adenylyl transfer were fit to a noncompetitive 
inhibition model (Equation 3-1). Fits of the data at both 5 mM and 20 mM Mg
2+
 yield nearly identical KI values of 
0.54 mM and 0.51 mM, respectively. B, The data for nick-sealing were fit to a competitive, single-stimulatory site 
model (Equation 3-3). The fit to the data at 5 mM Mg
2+
 yields a kseal of 6.5 s
-1
 and a K1/2 of 0.52 mM, and the fit to 
the data at 20 mM Mg
2+
 yields a kseal of 6.2 s
-1
 and a K1/2 of 0.49 mM. The value of kseal at infinite [Mn
2+
] in a 
background of two different concentrations of magnesium approaches the value observed with manganese alone, 
indicating manganese competes with magnesium for the active-site and that the inhibitory manganese sites do not 
affect the nick-sealing step. 
 
 
The manganese dependence of the magnesium stimulated nick-sealing reaction reveals an 
apparent partial inhibition by manganese (Figure 3-5B). This apparent inhibition occurs because 
stimulatory manganese ions displace magnesium ions in the active site due to their higher 
affinity (KA,Mn = 0.44 mM and KA,Mg = 2.6 mM), while manganese ions have a lower maximal 
rate for nick-sealing (kseal,Mn = 6.4 s
-1
 and kseal,Mg = 12 s
-1
). When fit to the equation describing a 
single-site competitive model (Equation 3-3), the fit gives values of 6.5 s
-1
 and 6.2 s
-1
 for kseal,Mn 
at 5 mM and 20 mM magnesium, respectively, and 0.52 mM and 0.49 mM for KA,Mn at 5 mM 
and 20 mM magnesium, respectively. This experiment directly shows that manganese ions 
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compete with magnesium ions for binding to the active-site, and that they do not inhibit the nick-
sealing reaction, unlike enzyme adenylylation and adenylyl transfer. 
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Discussion 
 
Stimulatory manganese ions behave very similarly to magnesium ions 
 
The observation of product formation during multiple-turnover ligation with only manganese 
metal ions indicates that manganese can substitute for magnesium in all catalytically important 
roles. Many of the kinetic constants obtained with manganese are quite similar to those obtained 
with magnesium (Table 3-1). Together, this data suggests a substantial plasticity in the LIG1 
active-site with regards to metal cofactors, considering the difference in size and preferred 
binding partners of each metal. Manganese ions may then serve as an excellent tool to further 
probe the reaction mechanism and substrate interactions of LIG1. For example, comparative 
analysis of active-site mutations in the presence of magnesium or manganese may reveal which 
residues specifically interact with active-site metal ions, and/or how many active-site metal ions 
are required for catalysis. Similarly, characterization of DNA ligation of substrates with varying 
chemical moieties at the nick in the presence of either metal may elucidate how the metal ions 
specifically interact with the substrate. These questions are essential to understanding how LIG1 
functions, and will be easier to answer now that changes in enzyme behavior in the presence of 
manganese can also be evaluated. 
 
 
Inhibitory manganese sites reveal new metal binding sites 
 
The inhibitory behavior of manganese ions with LIG1 is unusual. The lack of a change in the 
affinity of the inhibitory manganese across a 4-fold range of saturating magnesium 
concentrations suggests that there is a site in LIG1 specific for manganese over magnesium. 
Inhibition by manganese then cannot result from non-productive binding of manganese to a 
catalytically required metal site, but instead to some other location on the enzyme (Scheme 3-2). 
Perhaps even more interesting is the observation that manganese can inhibit the enzyme 
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adenylylation and adenylyl transfer steps, but not nick-sealing. This suggests significant 
rearrangement occurs between the two DNA dependent steps of adenylyl transfer and nick-
sealing that either renders the enzyme insensitive to inhibition during the nick-sealing step or 
simply eliminates the inhibitory manganese site. While it is expected that large scale domain 
rearrangements occur between the enzyme adenylylation and adenylyl transfer steps [9], we 
currently have little information as to how much conformational rearragnement occurs between 
adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing.  
 
 
Multiple-turnover  Mg
2+
 
a
 Mn
2+
 relative 
b
 
          Saturating Conditions     
 kcat (s
-1
) 0.81 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 0.62 
 KM
2+ (mM) 0.71 ± 0.2 0.50 ± 0.08 1.4 
 KI (mM) N/A 2.1 ± 0.6 N/A 
          Subsaturating ATP     
 (kcat/KM)
ATP
 (M
-1
 s
-1
) (6.2 ± 1.1) x 10
4
 (1.2 ± 0.2) x 10
5
 0.52 
 KM
2+ (mM) 1.8 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.5 0.86 
 KI (mM) N/A 2.1 ± 0.6 N/A 
Single-turnover     
          Adenylyl transfer     
 ktransfer (s
-1
) 2.6 ± 0.3 8.7 ± 1.2 0.30 
 KM
2+ (mM) 0.15 ± 0.06 0.12 ± 0.06 1.25 
 KI (mM) N/A 0.13 ± 0.08 N/A 
          Nick-sealing     
 kseal (s
-1
) 12 ± 2 6.4 ± 0.6 1.9 
 KM
2+ (mM) 2.6 ± 0.9 0.44 ± 0.08 5.9 
 
Table 3-1: Comparison of kinetic constants for hLIG1 measured in the presence of magnesium or manganese. 
Not applicable (N/A) is reported for inhibition of the magnesium reaction as magnesium was never observed to 
inhibit ligation. 
a
 Values reported for the LIG1 reaction in magnesium come from Taylor et al. [7]. 
b
 The relative value is determined by dividing the value obtained in the presence of magnesium by the value 
obtained in the presence of manganese. Values greater than 1 for rate constants indicate a faster maximal rate in 
manganese, while values less than 1 indicate a slower maximal rate. Values greater than 1 for metal affinity indicate 
a tighter affinity for manganese during the corresponding step, while values less than 1 indicate a weaker affinity.  
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Scheme 3-2: Kinetic model for metal ion binding to hLIG1. 
 
 
Significance of manganese inhibition of magnesium stimulated reaction 
 
One very surprising result is stronger inhibition by manganese of the magnesium stimulated 
multiple-turnover reaction than the inhibition observed when manganese is the only metal ion 
present (KI of 0.22 mM vs 2.1 mM). Under these conditions, manganese and magnesium 
compete for binding to the enzyme active-site. Though we know from other reactions that the 
enzyme is very active in magnesium or manganese alone, this experiment suggests that a hybrid 
active site containing both metals is either much less active, or more susceptible to inhibition by 
manganese. This could result from the need for two active-site metals during catalysis, and 
though two of the same metal correctly structures the active site for catalysis, having two 
different metal ions disrupts the active-site structure. 
 
The low cellular concentration of manganese in the cell, combined with the relatively weak 
affinity of the inhibitory site would normally rule out any biological significance of the 
inhibitory behavior. However, because inhibition by manganese does not appear to be 
competitive with magnesium, it is possible that inhibition by manganese occurs despite the 
relative metal ion levels. Indeed, our results suggest manganese inhibition is more potent in the 
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presence of a high magnesium concentration. Previous reports have listed cadmium and zinc as 
inhibitors of LIG1, though the affinity reported for inhibition is also above normal physiological 
levels [13]. It will be interesting to see if inhibition by these metals occurs via similar means as 
manganese, and if these metals may affect LIG1 activity in vivo despite their low relative 
concentrations. 
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Appendix B: Figures and Tables to Accompany Chapter 3 
 
 
 
 
Figure B-1: LIG1 is stable under standard manganese reaction conditions. 4 nM LIG1 was incubated at 37 °C 
in standard reaction buffer, 200 M ATP and 20 mM MnCl2 for 0 minutes to 60 minutes prior to the start of a 
multiple-turnover ligation reaction. Reactions were initiated by addition of 1 M nDNA. The initial velocity was 
divided by the concentration of enzyme to obtain kobs. The observed multiple-turnover rate constant was unaffected 
by the length of incubation, indicating that LIG1 is stable under these reaction conditions. 
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Figure B-2: Determination of proper quench solution for rapid-mixing experiments. Data from single-turnover 
reactions containing 80 nM substrate, 800 nM LIG1 and 10 mM Mn
2+
 quenched with either 50 mM EDTA in 90% 
formamide (red, squares) or 3 M HCl (blue, circles). At early time-points, the EDTA/formamide quench results in 
significantly more intermediate than the HCl quench. The EDTA/formamide data cannot be well-fit by a 2-step 
irreversible model, while the HCl data is fit well by the model. This indicates that the EDTA/formamide quench is 
insufficient to quench reactions on the time-scale required for rapid-mixing experiments, while 3 M HCl is 
sufficient. 
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Figure B-3: DNA Evidence of DNA saturation during manganese stimulated multiple-turnover ligation. 
Multiple-turnover reactions performed at the lowest (200 M, A) and highest (20 mM, B) concentrations of 
manganese used during multiple-turnover reactions. The rate of DNA ligation remains constant when either 250 nM 
(red, circles) or 1 M DNA (blue, squares) is present in the reaction, indicating that the 1 M concentration of DNA 
used for multiple-turnover reactions is saturating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B-4: ATP saturation of manganese stimulated multiple-turnover ligation. Multiple-turnover reactions 
were performed under standard conditions with 20 mM manganese and a range of ATP concentrations. The ATP 
dependence of the observed multiple-turnover rate constant fits well to the Michaelis-Menten equation, yielding a 
kmax of 0.01 s
-1
 and a KATP of 12 M. 
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Figure B-5: LIG1 saturation of manganese stimulated single-turnover ligation. Reactions were performed with 
80 nM substrate and either 800 nM or 3200 nM LIG1 at the lowest (0.01mM, A) and highest (10 mM, B) 
concentrations of manganese studied, as well as the concentration of manganese that yields the fastest adenylyl 
transfer rate (0.05 mM, C). The two LIG1 concentrations yield identical rate constants under all manganese 
concentrations, indicating that 800 nM LIG1 is saturating for single-turnover reactions in manganese (Table B-1). 
 
 
 
[Mn] [Lig1] ktransfer kseal 
0.01 mM 
800 nM 0.43 ± 0.053 s
-1
 0.14 ± 0.036 s
-1
 
3200 nM 0.47 ± 0.061 s
-1
 0.15 ± 0.050 s
-1
 
0.05 mM 
800 nM 2.71 ± 0.27 s
-1
 1.09 ± 0.15 s
-1
 
3200 nM 2.74 ± 0.43 s
-1
  1.10 ± 0.26 s
-1
 
10 mM 
800 nM 0.20 ± 0.018 s
-1
 5.8 ± 0.42 s
-1
 
3200 nM 0.22 ± 0.034 s
-1
 6.0 ± 0.67 s
-1
 
 
Table B-1: 800 nM LIG1 saturates single-turnover reactions under all tested reaction conditions. Single-
turnover reactions were performed in triplicate as described in Figure B-5. The values reported are the averages of 
the value for ktransfer and kseal from 3 independent experiments, and the standard deviation of that measurement. 
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Chapter 4: Role of Conserved Active Site Carboxylates in  
Enzymatic DNA Ligation 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Human DNA ligase I catalyzes the formation of a phosphodiester bond via a reaction mechanism 
involving three independent phosphoryl transfer steps. Each step of the reaction requires divalent 
metal ions, though the function of these metals during catalysis is unknown. Two potential 
active-site metal binding site were observed in a crystal structure of the protein bound to a DNA 
substrate. These sites are coordinated by the universally conserved residues D570, E621 and 
E720 (LIG1 numbers). Kinetic analyses of mutant enzymes with conservative carboxyl to amide 
substitutions reveal that mutations at any of these residues results in changes to metal affinity 
and  maximal catalytic rate for each step of the DNA ligation reaction. The E621Q mutant 
retains wild-type substrate binding and is able to perform each step of the ligation reaction, 
however the overall rate of ligation is 10
5
-fold slower than wild-type. The D570N and E720Q 
affect metal binding sites on opposite sides of the nick, yet the mutations result in similar 
changes to metal binding affinity and maximal reaction rate for the DNA dependent steps. This 
suggests the two residues are part of a cooperative network of interactions within the active-site. 
The E720Q mutation disturbs the ATP dependent reaction much more severely than the D570N 
mutation. The kinetic analysis done with these mutants extends previous mutational studies done 
with a minimal DNA ligase to the more complex human DNA ligase I and provides functional 
evidence that these residues coordinate metals in multiple steps of the reaction. 
 
*The work reported here would not have been possible without the help of Neha V. Bokil  and Thomas J. Jurkiw. 
Neha collected most of the kinetic data for D570N and E720Q data while working with me as a UROP sponsored 
undergraduate research assistant during the 2012-2013 school year, and as a UROP summer fellow during the 
summer of 2013. Tom performed a majority of the experiments with E621Q under my guidance during a fall 
research rotation in 2013. Patrick O'Brien made the mutant plasmids and Mark Taylor purified the mutant proteins. 
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Introduction 
 
DNA ligases complete the processes of DNA replication and repair by catalyzing formation of a 
phosphodiester bond between adjacent DNA strands [1]. DNA based life from viruses to humans 
require the function of these enzymes to maintain the integrity of the genome [2-5]. All DNA 
ligases share a universally conserved reaction pathway which consists of three independent 
phosphoryl transfer reactions [1] (Scheme 4-1). During the first step of the reaction, enzyme 
adenylylation, the enzyme catalyzes transfer of an adenylyl group from either ATP or NAD
+
 to 
an active site lysine. All higher eukaryotes use ATP as the nucleotide donor, while bacteria and 
some viruses use NAD
+
 [6]. The next step of the reaction is adenylyl transfer, in which the AMP 
group is transferred from the enzyme to the 5’ phosphate of a DNA nick. The phosphodiester 
bond is formed during the third step of the reaction, nick-sealing. Each of these reactions 
requires the presence of one or more divalent metal ions, though the role of these ions during 
each of the steps has not been well established [7]. 
 
A crystal structure of human DNA ligase I (LIG1) in complex with an adenylylated, nicked DNA 
reveals two potential metal binding sites within the active-site of the enzyme (Figure 4-1A) [8]. 
Both of these sites are coordinated by catalytically essential substrate groups and active-site 
residues that are universally conserved from viruses to humans [9] (Figure 4-1B). D570 and 
E621 coordinate the site on the 5' side of the nick, which places a metal ion in close proximity to 
the 3' hydroxyl that executes nucleophilic attack during nick-sealing. E720 and DNA substrate 
phosphates coordinate the site on the 3' side of the nick, which places a metal near the active site 
lysine and 5' phosphate. Conservative mutations of the corresponding residues in Chlorella Virus 
DNA ligase result in decreased enzymatic activity, suggesting the importance of these residues in 
catalysis [9].  
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Scheme 4-1: Minimal kinetic mechanism of enzymatic DNA ligation. 
 
 
Support for the two-metal active-site comes from recent work characterizing the kinetic 
mechanism of ligation with LIG1 in the presence of magnesium [10]. The magnesium 
dependencies reveal that the enzyme requires at least two magnesium ions during enzyme 
adenylylation, one that comes in bound to the ATP substrate, and the other captured from 
solution. The active-site during enzyme adenylylation is predicted to be substantially different 
from that pictured in the crystal structure, however, as residues important for enzyme 
adenylylation are oriented toward away from the active site [8, 11]. Reorientation of the OB-fold 
domain would drastically change the overall structure of the active-site, but could leave the 
observed metal sites intact. Changes in the structure of the active-site also likely occur between 
the two DNA dependent steps in order to accommodate the shifting location of the scissile bond. 
Understanding what role the predicted binding sites play during each step of DNA ligation could 
give insight into the arrangement of the active-site during each step of catalysis, as well as to the 
function of metal ions during DNA ligation. 
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Figure 4-1: Metal binding sites revealed by hLIG1 crystal structure. A, Close-up of active-site of hLIG1 as 
crystallized in complex with adenylylated DNA [8]. The protein backbone is represented in green cartoon form, with 
important active-site residues and substrate DNA depicted in stick form. The lysine that goes through transient 
adenylylation and active site residues involved in coordinating metal sites are labeled, as are the free 3’ and 5’ DNA 
ends at the nick. Predicted metal sites are depicted with magenta lattices. B, Protein sequence alignment of human 
DNA ligase I (LIG1), DNA ligase III (LIG3) and DNA ligase IV (LIGIV), Saccharomyces cerevisiea (CDC9), 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (CDC17) and Chlorella Virus DNA (ChVLIG) show conservation of residues within 
the active-site. Alignment  performed with default settings in ClustalX using truncated versions of each protein that 
include only the catalytic core domains. * indicates a residue involved in coordination of proposed active-site metal 
sites. † indicates Lys 568, that is adenylylated in the first step of the reaction. 
 
 
To investigate the role of metal ions in predicted metal binding sites of LIG1, we have made 
conservative carboxyl to amide mutations in the residues coordinating these sites. Comparison of 
the magnesium dependence of the mutants during each step of the ligation reaction to wild-type 
indicates during which step each residue serves as an important metal ligand. The E621Q 
mutation results in a functional enzyme with greatly diminished ability to perform adenylyl 
transfer and nick-sealing. The D570N and E720Q mutations result in a nearly identical defect in 
adenylyl transfer and a similar defect in nick-sealing, despite being on opposite sides of the nick. 
We propose that D570 and E720 form part of a network of cooperative interactions that structure 
the enzyme active site during the DNA dependent reactions. In contrast, D570N has little effect 
on enzyme adenylylation, while E720Q shows a significant decrease in the second order rate 
constant for ATP utilization, (kcat/KM)
ATP
. This suggests that E720Q may play a role in metal 
binding during enzyme adenylylation, as well as the DNA dependent reactions. This work builds 
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on what is known about DNA ligases from work with the Chlorella Virus DNA ligase to help us 
understand the more complicated human DNA ligase I. 
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Experimental Procedures 
 
DNA Ligase I Mutants 
 
The D570N, E621Q or E720Q mutants were each expressed as the catalytic domain of human 
LIG1 (residues 232-919) in E. coli and purified as previously described [10]. Cells were lysed in 
the presence of 1 mM EDTA to preserve the adenylylated form of the enzyme, and subsequently 
purified over a phosphocellulose column and a NTA-nickel column. The His tag was removed 
with Prescission protease, and LIG1 was further purified with Q-sepharose. The final purified 
fractions were combined and dialyzed into storage buffer (25 mM Tris•Cl, pH 7.6, 150 mM 
NaCl, 1 mM DTT, and 0.1 mM EDTA). Aliquots were snap-frozen and stored at -80 
o
C. Purity 
was greater than 90% as judged by SDS-PAGE. Initial concentrations were estimated from the 
absorbance at 280 nm, using the calculated extinction coefficient. The concentration of active, 
adenylylated enzyme was determined by titration with nicked DNA substrate, as described in the 
paper, and this active concentration is reported throughout. Due to the low activity of E621Q, we 
used the concentration determined from UV-absorbance. 
 
 
DNA Substrates 
 
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or by the Keck Center at 
Yale University and were purified on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The portion of the gel 
containing the full-length oligonucleotide was excised, crushed, and extracted by soaking 
overnight in 500 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA.  The extracted oligonucleotides were desalted by 
binding to a C18 reverse phase column (Sep-pak, Waters) and eluted with 30% (v/v) acetonitrile. 
Concentrations were obtained from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated extinction 
coefficients. The three oligonucleotides used in this study had sequences 5’-
CCGAATCAGTCCGACGACGCATCAGCAC, 5’-GTGCTGATGCGTC, and 5’-P-
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GTCGGACTGATTCGG-FAM (P indicates 5’ phosphorylation and FAM indicates the presence 
of a 3’ fluorescein). The nicked, double-stranded DNA substrate (nDNA) was formed by mixing 
equimolar amounts of the three oligonucleotides in 10 mM NaMES pH 6.5 and 50 mM NaCl and 
cooling the mixture from 90 °C to 4 °C at a rate of 3 °C per minute.  
 
 
Gel-based Ligation Assay 
 
Ligation reactions were performed at 37 °C. Unless otherwise indicated, the standard buffer 
contained 50 mM NaMOPS pH 7.5 (measured at 25 °C), 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.05 mg/mL BSA, 
and sufficient NaCl to maintain a constant ionic strength of 150 mM. The amounts of ATP, 
MgCl2, nDNA, and LIG1 mutant enzyme varied, as indicated below. Preincubation controls 
established that each LIG1 mutant retains 100% of its activity after 1 hr in this standard buffer, 
and all of the kinetic data was collected within this window of time. Reactions were quenched as 
described below, heated to 95 °C for 5 min to denature the DNA and resolved on 20% (w/v) 
denaturing polyacrylamide gels containing 8 M Urea. Fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides were 
detected with a Typhoon Trio
+
 imager (GE Healthcare) with excitation at 488 nm and emission 
through a 520 nm band-pass filter. The images were analyzed using ImageQuantTL (GE 
Healthcare). The intensity of the individual DNA species was corrected for background 
fluorescence, and the fraction of the total fluorescence was determined by dividing the 
fluorescence intensity for the desired species by the signal for all other species in the sample. 
When necessary, this fraction was converted into its concentration by multiplying by the total 
concentration of DNA in the reaction.  
 
 
Multiple-Turnover Ligation Assays 
 
Steady state kinetic analysis was performed in the standard ligation buffer and the temperature 
was maintained at 37 °C in a circulating water-bath. Reaction mixtures were preincubated for 5 
min prior to addition of LIG1. Reactions were arrested by quenching a 4 µL aliquot in 15 µL of 
quench solution (50 mM EDTA in 90% formamide), and the extent of ligation was determined as 
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described above. Initial rates were determined from the linear rate of substrate disappearance 
within the first 10% of the reaction. When both intermediate and product were formed during the 
reaction, the rate of formation for each species was determined. Values reported represent the 
average of at least two experiments, unless otherwise noted in the text. Equations used to fit data 
are described in the Models of Kinetic Parameters section and in the text. All fitting of multiple-
turnover data was done using Kaleidagraph, Synergy Software. 
 
 
Single-turnover Ligation Assays 
 
Unless otherwise indicated, the typical concentrations used for single-turnover reactions were 20 
mM MgCl2, 800 nM nDNA and 80 nM LIG1 mutant enzyme. Reactions were quenched as 
described above for multiple-turnover reactions and submitted to the standard gel-based ligation 
assay. Levels of intermediate and product were imported into the program Berkeley-Madonna 
(www.berkeleymadonna.com) and the curve fitting function was used to globally fit the levels of 
intermediate and product by the scheme represented in Scheme 4-1. Fitting of the data to a model 
including reversible chemical steps did not produce significantly different results (data not 
shown). Fits of reactions from individual experiments provided values for the rate constants for 
adenylyl transfer and nick-sealing and the reported values reflect the average rates determined 
from at least two independent experiments at each metal concentration, unless otherwise noted in 
the text. These rate constants were plotted versus the concentration of metal ions. Fitting of the 
data is discussed in the results section. 
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Models of Kinetic Parameters 
 
 
][
][*
AK
Ak
k
A
A
obs

        Equation 4-1 
 
Equation 4-1 describes the model where a reaction is activated by binding of species A to a 
single stimulatory site. kobs is the observed rate constant for the step being measured, kA is the 
maximal rate constant, and KA is the observed affinity for species A during the observed step. 
Equation 4-1 is used for fitting the magnesium dependence in Figures 4-5B, 4-5C, and 4-8. This 
equation takes on the form of the Michaelis-Menten equation when applied to Figure 4-7A and 
B, where A becomes DNA and ATP, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
I
A
A
A
obs
K
IK
KA
Ak
k
][
][
][*

      Equation 4-2 
 
Equation 4-2 describes a competitive inhibition model where the substrate can either be bound 
by a productive enzyme, A or a nonproductive enzyme, I. kobs is the observed rate constant for 
the step being measured, kA is the maximal rate constant when bound by enzyme A, KA is the 
affinity between enzyme A and the substrate, and KI is the affinity between the inactive enzyme, 
I, and the substrate. Equation 4-2 is used for fitting the data in Figure 4-4. 
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
      Equation 4-3 
 
Equation 4-3 describes the relationship between the macroscopic rate constant for the steady-
state reaction (kcat) and the individual microscopic rate constants that define each step of the 
reaction (k1, k2, etc.). Equation 4-3 is used to determine the value of kadenylylation from the 
measured rate-constants for kcat, ktransfer and kseal. This value is reported in Table 4-1. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Determining the adenylylation state of LIG1 mutants 
 
Wild-type LIG1 can be purified as the adenylylated enzyme and 100% of the protein is active 
[10], however mutations of the residues corresponding to D570, E621 and E720 in Chlorella 
Virus DNA ligase (ChVLIG) are reported to affect the enzyme’s adenylylation state [9]. In order 
to determine the adenylylation state and active concentration of each mutant, active-site titrations 
were performed in which varying amounts of enzyme was added to a fixed concentration of 
nicked DNA (nDNA) substrate in standard reaction buffer without ATP (Figure 4-2). The 
reaction is allowed to sit for 5 minutes and the amount of product formed then directly relates to 
the amount of active, adenylylated LIG1 present in the reaction. D570N and E720Q each form 
product in a 1.2:1 ratio of input enzyme to input substrate (Figure 4-2A, B), indicating that 80% 
of the purified protein measured by UV-absorption is active and adenylylated. This small 
discrepancy from 100% active enzyme can be explained by the contribution of the adenylyl 
group to the absorbance at 280 nm. Reaction times of 15 minutes do not change the amount of 
product formed at any DNA concentration, indicating the reaction is complete at 5 minutes (data 
not shown).  
 
E621Q forms product at a 500:1 ratio of input enzyme to input substrate under the same 
conditions (data not shown). The amount of product formed with E621Q increases with time up 
to 200 minutes (data not shown) indicating that the enzyme is active, but much slower than wild-
type LIG1. Pre-incubation of each mutant with ATP and magnesium prior to reaction does not 
alter the amount of product formed, indicating each mutant is fully adenylylated following 
purification (data not shown). This contrasts with what was seen with the ChVLIG mutants, in 
which analogous mutations were reported to decrease, or even abolish enzyme adenylylation. 
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Figure 4-2: Active-site titration of D570N and E720Q LIG1 mutants. Enzyme was titrated against a fixed 
concentration of 250 nM DNA substrate in 20 mM MgCl2 and allowed to react for 15 minutes. Titration of D570N 
(A) and E720Q (B) indicate ~80% of the protein measured by UV-absorption is adenylylated and active. Addition of 
an adenylyl group increases the extinction coefficient of the protein by 20%, indicating all enzyme is actually active. 
 
 
 
E621Q is severely impaired for the DNA dependent reactions 
 
We investigated the slow reaction rate observed during active-site titration experiments by 
performing single-turnover reactions with E621Q. Reactions containing 20 mM MgCl2, 600 nM 
E621Q, 250 nM nDNA and no ATP show that E621Q does not complete ligation over a 48-hour 
time-course (Figure 4-3). The rate of product formation rapidly decreases after 6 hours, 
indicating the enzyme begins to lose activity at this point. Though we are unable to directly 
determine any rate constants from this data, comparison of the linear rate of product formation to 
wild-type can give a rough estimate of the relative difference between the two proteins. During 
the linear phase of product formation, E621Q converts 1.3% of the input DNA to product per 
hour, compared to 62% per second for wild-type LIG1. This rough comparison suggests E621Q 
is ~1.8x10
5
-fold slower than wild-type under similar single-turnover conditions. 
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Figure 4-3: E621Q exhibits extremely slow single-turnover ligation. The formation of product was monitored 
during single-turnover ligation reactions containing 20 mM MgCl2, 600 nM E621Q and 250 nM nDNA. The 
enzyme remains active up to 24 hours, but appears to begin losing activity around 6 hours into the reaction. 
Comparison of the linear rate of product formation (red circles and fit-line) indicates that the enzyme is at least 10
5
-
fold slower than wild-type under similar conditions [10].  
 
To ensure the observed changes in reaction rate do not result from a decreased DNA substrate 
affinity, we competed E621Q against wild-type LIG1 under multiple-turnover conditions (Figure 
4-4). These reactions contained 20 mM magnesium, 200 M ATP, 100 nM DNA, 1 nM wild-
type LIG1 and 0-1000 nM E621Q. The measured multiple-turnover rate decreases with 
increasing amounts of E621Q and fits well to the equation describing simple competitive 
inhibition (Equation 4-2), with a KI for the inhibitor (E621Q) of 70 nM. This value for the 
affinity of the E621Q mutant for DNA is quite similar to the 30 nM KM measured for wild-type 
LIG1 (Table 4-1) [10].  
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Figure 4-4: E621Q shows no significant decrease in substrate binding activity. Increasing amounts of E621Q 
were added to reactions containing 20 mM MgCl2, 200 M ATP, 100 nM DNA and 1 nM wild-type LIG1. The 
dependence of the rate of reaction on the concentration of E621Q fits well to a competitive inhibition model 
(Equation 4-2) and yields a KI for E621Q of 70 nM. This value is similar to the KM,DNA of 30 nM displayed by wild-
type LIG1, suggesting little effect of the E621Q mutation on DNA binding. 
 
 
D570N and E720Q mutations display similar effects on single-turnover ligation 
 
To investigate the effect of the D570N and E720Q mutations on enzymatic DNA ligation, single-
turnover reactions were performed with either mutant across a range of magnesium and DNA 
concentrations. Omission of ATP from these reactions ensures that each enzyme molecule can 
perform ligation only once. Each reaction with D570N and E720Q was followed to completion, 
and data from all reactions fit well to a 2-step irreversible model (Figure 4-5A). Identical values 
for rate constants were measured at both 800 nM and 1600 nM substrate with 80 nM enzyme, 
indicating the standard single-turnover conditions of 80 nM enzyme with 800 nM substrate are 
saturating (data not shown).  
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Figure 4-5: Single-turnover ligation by D570N and E720Q. Single-turnover reactions were performed with 800 
nM nDNA, 80 nM mutant LIG1 and a range of MgCl2. A, Representative data from a single-turnover reaction with 
E720Q at 20 mM MgCl2. The time dependence of the levels of intermediate (red, circles) and product (blue, 
squares) fits well to the 2-step irreversible model used for single-turnover ligation (see Experimental Procedures). B, 
The magnesium dependence of ktransfer fits well to a single-site binding model (Equation 4-1), and is almost identical 
between D570N (red, circles) and E720Q (blue, squares). C, The magnesium dependence of kseal fits well to a 
single-site binding model (Equation 4-1) for both D570N (red, circles) and E720Q (blue, squares). The E720Q 
mutation results in a stronger decrease in the value of kseal at magnesium saturation, as well as a more weakened 
affinity for magnesium. Values for kinetic constants measured in these fits reported in the text and Table 4-1.  
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The magnesium dependence of the single-turnover reaction was measured across a range of 0.5 
mM to 20 mM magnesium. The magnesium dependence of ktransfer, the rate constant for adenylyl 
transfer, appears very similar between the D570N and E720Q mutants (Figure 4-5B). The data 
for ktransfer fit well to a single-site binding model (Equation 4-1) and yield similar values for 
ktransfer of 0.066 s
-1
 and 0.055 s
-1
 for D570N and E720Q, respectively. Both mutants also display 
similar values of 2.8 mM and 1.9 mM for KMg for D570N and E720Q, respectively, during 
adenylyl transfer. These values correspond to an ~40 fold decrease in ktransfer and an ~10-fold 
decrease in metal affinity from the 2.6 s
-1
 ktransfer and 0.15 mM KMg measured with wild-type 
LIG1 (Table 4-1) [10]. The nick-sealing data also fit well to a single-site binding model 
(Equation 4-1), yielding values of 0.18 s
-1
 and 0.11 s
-1
 for kseal, and 13 mM and 28 mM for KMg 
with D570N and E720Q, respectively (Figure 4-5C). Compared to the values of 12 s
-1
 for kseal 
and 2.6 mM KMg measured with wild-type LIG1, each mutant displays ~100-fold decrease in kseal 
and ~10-fold decrease in KMg during nick-sealing (Table 4-1) [10]. It should be noted that these 
reactions poorly define the values for kseal, as the highest value of magnesium tested for these 
reactions, 20 mM, is close the measured KMg for both mutants. The buffering system used for 
these reactions is unable to control for the changes in ionic strength that would occur at higher 
concentrations of magnesium. Thus the values measured for kseal and KMg during nick-sealing 
should be considered estimates. 
 
 
D570N and E720Q have differing effects on enzyme adenylylation 
 
To evaluate the effect of the D570N and E720Q mutations on enzyme adenylylation and the 
overall steady-state reaction, we performed multiple-turnover reactions in which ATP is included 
in the reaction. The standard conditions used for these reactions include 20 mM MgCl2, 200 M 
ATP, 4 nM enzyme and 1 M nDNA. The rate of all multiple-turnover reactions were 
determined from data at less than 10% substrate disappearance, ensuring measurement of the 
steady-state reaction (Figure 4-6). Product formation remains linear for all steady-state reactions 
up to the final time-point recorded (longest reaction time of 20 minutes) indicating that the 
mutants are stable during the course of the reaction. To ensure saturation of the enzyme with 
nDNA substrate during multiple turnover, we measured the V/E values for reactions spanning 
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the range of 50 nM to 2 M nDNA. The DNA dependences of the steady-state reaction rate for 
both the D570N and E720Q mutants fit well to the Michaelis-Menten equation describing a 
single-site binding interaction (Equation 4-1) (Figure 4-7A). Both mutants display a KM for 
nDNA of  less than 50 nM in steady-state reactions, similar to the affinity of 30 nM measured for 
the wild-type enzyme (Table 4-1) [10]. The lack of a difference in DNA affinity between the 
D570N and E720Q mutants and wild-type during either steady-state or single-turnover reactions 
suggests that these two mutations do not significantly affect protein-DNA binding interactions. 
The ATP dependence of the rate of steady-state ligation reveals a low KM value of these mutants 
for ATP (Figure 4-7B). Fitting of the data to a single-site binding model yields a KM,ATP of 1.0 
M and 4.3 M for D570N and E720Q, respectively. These are both considerably lower than the 
12 M affinity for ATP measured with wild-type LIG1 (Table 4-1) [10].  
 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Representative steady-state time-course. Multiple-turnover reactions were performed with 20 mM 
MgCl
2
, 1 M nDNA, 4 nM D570N and either 1 M (red, circles), 5M (blue, squares), 20M (green, diamonds) or 
200M (black, triangles) ATP. All data was collected within the linear portion of the reaction. The reaction remains 
linear up to 16% product formation, indicating time-points taken within the first 10% reaction are not affected by 
product inhibition. 
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Figure 4-7: D570N and E720Q display wild-type substrate binding. A, Multiple-turnover reactions were 
performed with 20 mM MgCl
2
, 200 M ATP, 4 nM D570N (red, circles) or E720Q (blue, squares) and a range of 
DNA concentrations from 50 nM to 2 M. The DNA dependences of the reaction rate for both enzymes fit well to 
the equation describing a single-site binding model (Equation 4-1). Both mutants display a lower than 50 nM 
KM,DNA, similar to that measured for wild-type LIG1 [10]. B, Multiple-turnover reactions were performed with 20 
mM MgCl
2
, 1 M nDNA, 4 nM D570N or E720Q and a range of ATP concentrations from 0.5 M to 200 M. The 
ATP dependences of the multiple turnover reaction rate for D570N (red, circles) and E720Q (blue, squares) fit well 
to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Equation 4-1). The KM value for ATP measured for D570N and E720Q are 
considerably lower than that measured with wild-type LIG1 (1.0 M and 4.3 M vs. 12 M, respectively) [10]. 
 
 
The apparent increase in ATP affinity can be explained either by a true change in ATP binding, 
or by the multiple-turnover rate being rendered less sensitive to ATP concentration due to fast 
DNA dependent reactions. The second order rate constant (kcat/KM)
ATP
 describes the ATP 
dependent steps of the reaction, up to and including enzyme adenylylation. The ATP dependence 
at 20 mM mganesium gives (kcat/KM)
ATP
 values of 3.1x10
4 
M
-1
s
-1
 and 6.3x10
3 
M
-1
s
-1
 for D570N 
and E720Q, respectively. Whereas the value measured for D570N is quite similar to the 5.6x10
4 
M
-1
s
-1
 (kcat/KM)
ATP
 measured for wild-type LIG1 under similar conditions, E720Q shows a 
significant decrease in (kcat/KM)
ATP
 compared to wild-type (Table 4-1) [10].  
 
 
 
 
[DNA] (M) [ATP] (M) 
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D570N and E720Q display significant defect in magnesium utilization during steady-state 
reactions 
 
Multiple turnover reactions were performed at saturating DNA and ATP concentrations across a 
range of magnesium concentrations in order to investigate the effect of the D570N and E720Q 
mutations on magnesium binding during the overall multiple-turnover reaction. The magnesium 
dependence of the steady-state rate fits well to the equation describing a single-site binding 
model (Equation 4-1) and yields a maximal steady-state rate, kcat, of 0.042 s
-1
 and 0.063 s
-1
 and a 
K1/2 for magnesium of 7.3 mM and 35 mM for D570N and E720Q, respectively (Figure 4-8). 
These high values for KMg, that are similar to the values for the nick-sealing step, suggests that 
multiple-turnover for these mutants is limited by the rate of nick-sealing at most concentrations 
of magnesium. The second order rate constant for utilization of magnesium during multiple-
turnover, kcat/KMg
2+, gives insight into how efficiently the magnesium cofactor binds to and 
stabilizes the transition state. As determined from the magnesium dependence of multiple-
turnover, kcat/KMg
2+ is 5.8 M
-1
s
-1
 and 1.8 M
-1
s
-1
 for D570N and E720Q, respectively (Table 4-1). 
These values are much lower than the 1.1x10
3 
M
-1
s
-1
 measured for the wild-type enzyme, 
indicting a drastic decrease in the ability of magnesium to stabilize the reaction transition state 
(Table 4-1) [10]. This observation supports the idea that both the D570 and E720 residues play 
an important role in coordinating a metal ion during catalysis. 
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Figure 4-8: D570N and E720Q show greatly weakened metal binding during multiple-turnover reactions. 
Multiple-turnover reactions were performed with 200 M ATP, 1 M nDNA, 4 nM D570N or E720Q and a range 
of MgCl2 from 1 mM to 20 mM. The magnesium dependence of the rate of steady-state ligation if fit by the equation 
describing a single-site binding model (Equation 4-1). D570N and E720Q both show a significant decrease in metal 
binding affinity and maximal reaction rate vs. wild-type LIG1 (KMg = 7.3 mM and 35 mM vs. 0.71 mM and kcat = 
0.042 s
-1
 and 0.063 s
 -1
 vs. 0.81 s
-1
, resepectively). 
[MgCl2] (mM) 
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Conclusion 
 
E621 plays an essential role during DNA dependent reactions 
 
The amide to carboxyl substitution in E621Q is expected to be a relatively conservative mutation 
with respect to metal ion binding. The expected change would be a weakening of metal binding 
at the site with little effect on catalysis. The E621Q mutation in LIG1, however, has a 
surprisingly deleterious effect on catalysis during the DNA dependent reactions of enzymatic 
ligation, decreasing the observed rate constant for single-turnover reactions by a factor of 10
5
. A 
similar decrease in the rate of DNA ligation was observed for the corresponding mutation in 
Chlorella Virus DNA ligase (ChVLIG) [9]. Such strong effects on the rate of reaction could 
indicate that the hydroxyl of E621 may play a role either in overall stabilization in the active site, 
or through direct or indirect activation of important catalytic groups. The carbonyl group of E621 
could instead be responsible for metal ion coordination. Unfortunately, the extremely slow rate 
of DNA ligation with E621Q prevented a full characterization. Future work characterizing other 
mutations at E621 could help elucidate the obvious importance of this residue to catalysis.  
 
 
D570 and E720 form a network of cooperative interactions during DNA dependent reactions 
 
The D570N and E720Q mutations both result in a roughly 650-fold decrease in utilization for 
magnesium during adenylyl transfer as compared to wild-type, due to nearly identical effects on 
ktransfer and KMg (Table 4-1). An identical effect at two residues that appear to coordinate two 
different metal sites suggests that they form a cooperative network of interactions that stabilizes 
the enzyme active-site. No amino acid or substrate group appears to bridge these two residues in 
the LIG1 crystal structure, however the oxygen atoms of the two carboxylates are spaced 0.44 
nm apart, which could accomodate bridging water molecules [8]. In contrast, E720Q shows a 
much greater decrease in magnesium utilization during nick-sealing than D570N (12,000-fold 
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and 3300-fold vs. wild-type, respectively) (Table 4-1). This suggests that while the two residues 
appear to be equally important for adenylyl transfer, E720 plays a greater role during nick-
sealing than D570.  
 
Multiple-turnover  WT D570N relative E720Q relative 
Saturating Conditions       
 kcat (s-1) 0.81 0.042 ± 0.007 (19) 0.063 ± 0.01 (13) 
 KMg (mM) 0.71 7.3 ± 3 (0.097) 35 ± 10 (0.02) 
Subsaturating Mg2+       
 kcat/KMg (M-1s-1) 1.1 5.8 (190) 1.8 (610) 
Subsaturating ATP       
 (kcat/KM)ATP (M-1s-1) 6.8x104 3.1x104 (2.1) 6.3x104 (10.8) 
Enzyme adenylylation*       
 kadenylylation s-1 1.3 0.32 (4) fast (ND) 
Single-turnover       
Adenylyl transfer       
 ktransfer (s-1) 2.6 0.066 ± 0.005 (39) 0.055 ± 0.004 (47) 
 KMg (mM) 0.15 2.8 ± 0.4 (0.054) 1.9 ± 0.2 (0.079) 
 ktransfer/KMg (M-1s-1) 1.7x104 24 (710) 29 (590) 
Nick-sealing       
 kseal (s-1) 12 0.18 ± 0.03 (67) 0.11 ± 0.02 (110) 
 KMg (mM) 2.6 13 ± 4 (0.2) 28 ± 7 (0.093) 
 kseal/KMg (M-1s-1) 4.6x104 14 (3300) 4 (12,000) 
 
Table 4-1: Comparison of kinetic constants measured with wild-type ligase to D570N and E720Q. Relative 
values between the constants measured for wild-type LIG1 and the mutants are calculated by dividing the value of 
the wild-type constant by the value of the corresponding constant measured with the mutant enzyme. Thus, values 
greater than 1 for rate constants and the efficiency of magnesium utilization during single-turnover steps indicates a 
decrease in activity, while values less than 1 for metal affinity indicate a weakening in metal binding for the 
indicated step. 
*The value for kadenylylation is determined by using the equation that relates macroscopic and microscopic rate 
constants (Equation 4-3), it is not directly determined by the experiments reported herein. Use of Equation 4-3 with 
the rate constants measured for E720Q results in a negative number for kadenylylation, indicating the error in 
measurements of the other rate constants is larger than the value of kadenylylation. This suggests enzyme adenylylation 
is the fastest step of the ligation reaction catalyzed by E720Q under standard conditions. 
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E720 appears to play a significant role during enzyme adenylylation 
 
Compared to the large effects the D570N mutation has on the utilization of magnesium during 
the DNA dependent steps, changes to the same parameter for enzyme adenylylation appear quite 
small. D570N shows only a 2-fold decrease compared to wild-type in the second order rate-
constant for utilization of ATP, (kcat/KM)
ATP
 (Table 4-1). The E720Q mutation, however, shows a 
significant, 10-fold decrease in (kcat/KM)
ATP
 compared to wild-type. The difference in importance 
of these two residues during adenylyl transfer coincides with their position within the active-site 
as pictured in the LIG1 crystal structure [8]. E720 and the metal site it is proposed to coordinate 
are nearby K568, the active-site lysine that becomes adenylylated during step 1 of catalysis. This 
positioning allows E720 to play an important role during enzyme adenylylation. D570, however, 
rests on the opposite side of the nick, well outside direct interaction range of the lysine residue. 
 
 
Outstanding Questions 
 
This work has extended our understanding of the role of conserved carboxylates in DNA ligase. 
Kinetic characterization of these mutant enzymes has revealed further information about these 
sites, supoorting the model of two metals being required for the DNA dependent steps. We also 
found differences between LIG1 mutants and those of ChVLIG, such as observing complete 
enzyme adenylylation following purification, unlike the ChVLIG mutants which purify with a 
large portion deadenylylated. This work greatly enhances our knowledge of the metal binding 
sites important for enzyme catalysis. Future research looking into additional mutations at these, 
as well as other, important active-site residues will enable us to better understand the exact 
function of metals in these sites. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Directions 
 
The work presented in this thesis explores the relationship between metal ions and human DNA 
ligase I. Our characterization of the kinetic mechanism of enzymatic DNA ligation by LIG1 in 
the presence of magnesium provides the first kinetic evidence for two functionally important 
metal ions during catalysis. This agrees with the many two-metal reaction mechanisms described 
for other phosphoryl transfer enzymes [1-3], and with the observance of two potential metal-
binding sites within the LIG1 crystal active site [4]. We found that mutation of the residues 
coordinating these two potential metal sites causes a decrease in the metal binding affinity during 
each catalytic step, suggesting the involvement of metals at these two sites during catalysis. 
Characterization of enzymatic DNA ligation in the presence of manganese revealed that LIG1 is 
able to substitute manganese for magnesium during catalysis, similar to what has been seen with 
many other phosphoryl transfer enzymes [5-7]. We also found evidence for the presence of at 
least one inhibitory metal binding site that appears to be specific for manganese over 
magnesium. Like all scientific research, this work has brought forth a large number of questions 
even as it answered many basic questions about how metal ions interact with LIG1. 
 
 
 
Abortive ligation 
 
The adenylylated DNA intermediate formed during the adenylyl transfer step of DNA ligation 
represents a significant danger to the genome if released from the enzyme prior to completing 
nick-sealing. Rapid adenylylation of LIG1 prevents it from rebinding to the adenylylated 
intermediate, resulting in a persistent DNA break. Multiple pathways can remove the adenylyl 
group from DNA, allowing another chance at successful DNA ligation, including direct removal 
of the adenylyl group by aprataxin [8], and strand displacement of the lesion with DNA 
polymerase followed by single-strand cleavage with FEN-1[9]. Loss of aprataxin results in the 
progressive neurodegenerative disease Ataxia with Oculomotor Apraxia 1 (AOA1) [10, 11], 
suggesting that cells missing aprataxin are unable to efficiently repair adenylylated DNA. 
Neurons are likely rendered more sensitive to loss of aprataxin due to their increased metabolism 
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and subsequent DNA repair activity compounded with the loss of replication-dependent DNA 
repair pathways. 
 
Previous work indicated LIG1 can form the adenylylated DNA intermediate at single-strand 
nicks created through Fenton chemistry, presumably by acting on nicks with additional damage 
[12]. Our work has shown that LIG1 can also form persistent adenylylated DNA at normal DNA 
nicks by releasing the DNA intermediate prior to completing nick-sealing. Release of the 
intermediate is most pronounced at sub-physiological concentrations of magnesium and 
decreases with increasing magnesium, however a measurable amount of abortive ligation occurs 
even at physiological concentrations of magnesium (.01% of ligation events resulting in abortive 
ligation at 1 mM free magnesium) [13]. With the million or more ligation events occurring in the 
genome of the average human cell per day due to DNA repair and DNA replication, even this 
low rate of abortive ligation results in a substantial amount of total abortive ligation events. A 
recent report suggests the main function of aprataxin may be to repair 5' adenylylated DNA 
within the mitochondria, as loss of the protein appears to more adversely affect the mitochondrial 
than the nuclear genome [14]. Studies of abortive ligation by LIG3 will need to be done in order 
to understand how significant a problem this might be within the unique environment of the 
mitochondria.  
 
 
Substrate Specificity 
 
The nature of substrate recognition by LIG1, and DNA ligases in general, remains one of the 
least understood aspects of DNA ligase function. The ability of DNA ligases to discriminate 
between proper ligation substrate and substrates with additional forms of damage seems almost 
essential to prevent the accumulation of genomic aberrations. There are, however, numerous 
reports of LIG1 catalyzing reactions on non-ideal DNA nicks, including abortive ligation of 
Fenton-chemistry induced DNA nicks [12] or nicks lacking a 3’ hydroxyl [4], and full ligation of 
hybrid duplexes containing mismatches or ribonucleotides [4]. In each of these cases, LIG1 
appears to discriminate against the non-ideal substrate by showing a diminished rate of catalysis. 
Other DNA ligases appear to show similar behavior with these non-ideal substrates [15, 16]. 
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Many of these observations have been reported as qualitative observations from different sources 
and different types of experiments, complicating synthesis of the data into a single model. 
Perhaps the most straight-forward way to understand the importance of different chemical groups 
at the nick and the effect of different forms of damage on ligation would be to compete 
substrates with chemical substitutions against one another during a DNA ligation assay. Such a 
systematic evaluation of how different forms of DNA damage at or near a nick affect ligation 
would greatly increase our knowledge of how LIG1 interacts with the nick, and how these forms 
of DNA damage may get exacerbated during ligation.  
 
The crystal structure of LIG1 suggests that the nucleotide sequence of the substrate may also 
affect catalysis in addition to chemical groups at the nick. The DNA within the LIG1 crystal 
structure is highly distorted, with a 5 Å shift in the axis of the DNA backbone across the nick and 
a partial unwinding of the DNA helix [4]. These movements require the energetically 
unfavorable unstacking of adjacent base-pairs and stretching of hydrogen bonds in base-pairing 
interactions, which must be overcome by the energy of binding to the protein. Differences in the 
strength of base-stacking and base-pairing interactions due to DNA sequence can then cause 
changes in the rate of catalysis, as seen in studies of other DNA modifying enzymes [17]. In the 
case of LIG1, sequences prone to slow or abortive ligation would increase the likelihood of 
chromosomal breaks. Sequence specificity of LIG1 could have profound impacts on the genome 
by selecting over time against poorly ligatable sequences.  
 
 
Preliminary work with three randomly different DNA sequences has shown that LIG1 shows a 
10-fold range of kcat/KM values at physiological concentrations of magnesium, suggesting that 
the sequence context of the nick can have a significant effect on catalysis. The number of 
potential DNA sequences at a nick prohibits in-depth, manual characterization of sequence 
space. Characterizing only the 2 nucleotides on either side of the nick, for example, would 
require 256 different substrates. This type of question can only now be correctly asked by 
utilizing the new technique of Next-Generation DNA Sequencing. Next-Gen Sequencing can 
measure the rates of ligation of each of the millions of sequences formed during ligation of a 
substrate containing degenerate sequence on either side of the nick. The relative rates correlate 
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with relative ligation efficiencies of each sequence with LIG1 and to how well each sequence 
will be ligated within the cell. This data should reveal trends in what makes a “good” or “poor” 
substrate for LIG1, potentially characteristics such as the effect of individual nucleotides at the 
nick or overall AT or GC rich-ness for an area of the substrate. Knowing this sequence bias for 
LIG1 could help explain why certain sequences are more or less prevalent within the genome. 
One particularly interesting application would be to compare the sequences of “poor” LIG1 
substrates to sequences within the genome that display an enigmatically high level of mutations. 
Do fragile-sites within genomes arise due to persistent DNA breaks within sequences that are 
poor ligation substrates? Do LIG1 and LIG3 show similar or different sequence specificity?  
Perhaps both ligases exist in the nucleus in order to compensate for the sequence specificity of 
the other. Understanding the substrate and sequence specificities of DNA ligases will provide a 
great deal of information into how the enzymes interact with substrates, and under what 
conditions DNA ligation may actually worsen DNA damage. 
 
 
Alternative metals 
 
Our characterization of the kinetic mechanism of DNA ligation by LIG1 in the presence of 
magnesium supports the hypothesis that magnesium is the physiologically relevant metal 
cofactor. LIG1 performs very efficient ligation at the estimated 1 mM concentration of free 
magnesium within cells, at a rate adequate to accommodate all of the single-strand breaks 
formed within the nucleus during DNA repair and DNA replication. The complex milieu of the 
cell, however, raises the possibility that other divalent metals may affect catalysis in vivo. 
Alternative metals such as manganese, cadmium and zinc have been shown to interfere with 
protein-substrate interactions and catalysis through displacement of active site metal ions or 
altering protein or substrate structures [18]. Knowledge of how these metals affect catalysis aids 
in understanding both the basic function of metal ions during catalysis and the complexities of 
how metal poisoning occurs at the cellular level. 
 
Our characterization of the kinetic mechanism of DNA ligation in the presence of manganese 
revealed a new method of metal interaction with LIG1. In addition to stimulating each step of the 
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reaction similar to magnesium, manganese also inhibits the enzyme adenylylation and adenylyl 
transfer steps. The relatively low concentration of manganese within the cell, combined with the 
similar affinities measured for manganese and magnesium, ensures that magnesium will out-
compete manganese for the active site. The observed noncompetitive inhibition by manganese, 
however, suggests that it may alter LIG1 function even at low concentrations. 
 
In addition to manganese, preliminary work with cadmium, zinc and calcium indicates that these 
metals also stimulate and/or inhibit the enzyme in interesting ways. Cadmium and zinc are 
unable to stimulate any of the ligation reaction steps and only inhibit the enzyme adenylylation 
reaction. This observation contrasts with a previous report on inhibition of LIG1 by cadmium 
and zinc where the two metals were reported to inhibit all steps of the reaction with similar metal 
affinities during each step [19]. The discrepancy between our observations and the previous 
report likely results from differences in protein purification and sample preparation which lead to 
the previous group observing the multiple-turnover inhibition during their single-turnover 
experiments. Both our work and the previous report establish an inhibitory metal affinity for zinc 
of 350 M and an inhibitory metal affinity for cadmium of 12 M during the multiple-turnover 
reaction [19]. The inhibitory zinc affinity is relatively weak compared to the < 1 M cellular 
concentration of the metal within cells, however the inhibitory cadmium displays an affinity 
similar or stronger than the concentration at which cells experience cadmium related toxicity 
(10-60 M) [20, 21]. Cadmium poisoning leads to deficiencies in DNA replication and repair, 
signified by persistent DNA breaks, suggesting that inhibition of LIG1 may be one of the 
causative events for cadmium related cell death. 
 
In a new pattern of metal ion interaction with LIG1, calcium stimulates adenylyl transfer and 
nick-sealing, but is unable to promote enzyme adenylylation. Calcium also inhibits enzyme 
adenylylation and adenylyl transfer, similar to what was observed with manganese. Preliminary 
data suggests the calcium ion affinities lie within the low millimolar range for both the 
stimulatory and inhibitory sites. Similar to manganese, this ensures that under normal conditions 
magnesium will out-compete calcium for binding to the active site due to the much higher 
concentration of magnesium in the cell compared to calcium (1 mM free magnesium vs. ~10 M 
free calcium). However, under conditions of severe cell stress, such as during stroke, the level of 
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calcium within the cell is estimated to increase 10- to 100-fold [22]. Under these conditions, a 
significant proportion of LIG1 molecules will contain active site calcium ions, allowing calcium 
to promote DNA ligation. It is interesting to note that DNA fragmentation is one of the hallmarks 
of neuronal cell death following stroke, perhaps suggesting that calcium stimulated DNA ligation 
by LIG1 is more apt to lead to abortive ligation. 
 
This small survey of divalent metals with LIG1 reveals 4 different patterns of metal interactions 
with LIG1 based on which steps each metal stimulates and/or inhibits. The presence of an 
inhibitory metal site that is not competitive with magnesium allows each metal to potentially 
influence LIG1 catalysis, despite relatively low inhibitory metal affinities. As metal ions likely 
play a significant role in the interaction between protein and substrate, it will be interesting to 
investigate how the presence of alternative metals might affect substrate binding and recognition. 
Do these inhibitory metals render LIG1 more or less sensitive to mismatches, damage or 
ribonucleotides at the nick? Do they affect the rate of abortive ligation? These questions are 
especially relevant in the context of calcium, as calcium will be able to out-compete magnesium 
ions for active site metal binding during calcium spikes. 
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Appendix: Berkeley-Madonna Code for Reaction Fitting 
 
 
 
 
 
METHOD RK4 
 
STARTTIME = 0 
STOPTIME = 14 
DT = 2e-5 
 
{A single reaction scheme applies to all the traces.  Madonna needs to associate a set of equations with 
each trace.  Rather than repeat the equations for each trace, it can be done with one set using vectors 
indexed 1 through 3 for each trace.} 
 
{Shorthand reaction scheme: Lig + ATP <-k1-> Lig•ATP <-k2-> aLig + nDNA <-k3> aLig•nDNA <-k4> 
Lig•aDNA <-k5-> Lig•DNA <-k6-> Lig + DNA} 
 
{Explanation of variable names: Lig = deadenylylated Ligase, Lig•ATP = Ligase w/ ATP bound, aLig = 
adenylylated Ligase, nDNA = nicked DNA substrate, aLig•nDNA = adenylylated Ligase w/ DNA substrate 
bound, Lig•aDNA = Ligase w/ adenylylated (intermediate) DNA bound, DNA = product DNA, Lig•DNA = 
Ligase with product DNA bound} 
 
d/dt (Lig[1..3]) =  k6f*LigDNA[i]   - k6r*Lig[i]*DNA[i] - k1f*Lig[i]*ATP[i]  + 
k1r*LigATP[i]   
d/dt (ATP[1..3])  =  -k1f*Lig[i]*ATP[i]  + k1r*LigATP[i] 
d/dt (LigATP[1..3]) =  k1f*Lig[i]*ATP[i]  - k1r*LigATP[i]  - k2f*LigATP[i]   + 
k2r*aLig[i] 
d/dt (aLig[1..3]) =  k2f*LigATP[i]   - k2r*aLig[i]  - k3f*aLig[i]*nDNA[i]  + 
k3r*aLignDNA[i] 
d/dt (nDNA[1..3]) =  -k3f*aLig[i]*nDNA[i]  + k3r*aLignDNA[i] 
d/dt (aLignDNA[1..3]) =  k3f*aLig[i]*nDNA[i]  - k3r*aLignDNA[i]  - k4f*aLignDNA[i]  + 
k4r*LigaDNA[i] 
d/dt (LigaDNA[1..3]) =  k4f*aLignDNA[i]  - k4r*LigaDNA[i]  - k5f*LigaDNA[i]  + 
k5r*LigDNA[i] 
d/dt (LigDNA[1..3]) =  k5f*LigaDNA[i]   - k5r*LigDNA[i]   - k6f*LigDNA[i]   + 
k6r*Lig[i]*DNA[i] 
d/dt (DNA[1..3]) =  k6f*LigDNA[i]   - k6r*Lig[i]*DNA[i] 
 
 
{"init X[i] = ##" sets value of reagent "X" in reaction "i" at t=0 to "##".  By putting in a variable name for 
"##", the value can be changed easily in the parameters window.} 
 
{Explanation of variable names: "o" used as a "not" to symbolize amount of species present at time zero, 
deadLig = deadenylylated Ligase, LigATP = Ligase w/ ATP bound, aLig = adenylylated Ligase, nDNA = 
nicked DNA substrate, aLignDNA = adenylylated Ligase w/ DNA substrate bound, LigaDNA = Ligase w/ 
adenylylated (intermediate) DNA bound, DNA = product DNA, LigDNA = Ligase with product DNA bound} 
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init Lig[1..3] = deadLigo 
init ATP[1] = ATP1o 
init ATP[2] = ATP2o 
init ATP[3] = ATP3o 
init LigATP[1..3] = 0 
init aLig[1] = aLigo1 
init aLig[2] = aLigo2 
init aLig[3] = aLigo3 
init nDNA[1..3] = nDNAo 
init aLignDNA[1..3] = 0 
init LigaDNA[1] = LigaDNA1o 
init LigaDNA[2] = LigaDNA2o 
init LigaDNA[3] = LigaDNA3o 
init LigDNA[1..3] = 0 
init DNA[1..3] = 0 
 
 
{"X = ##" sets value of variable "X" to "##" for the initial run.  The value of "##" in this file will not change 
when the value of "X" is altered in the parameter window.} 
 
deadLigo = 0 
ATP1o = 0 
ATP2o = 4e-6 
ATP3o = 150e-6 
ATP4o = 0 
aLigo1 = 50e-9 
aLigo2 = 50e-9 
aLigo3 = 50e-9 
aLigo4 = 50e-9 
nDNAo = 500e-9 
LigaDNA1o = 0 
LigaDNA2o = 0 
LigaDNA3o = 0 
LigaDNA4o = 0 
 
 
{"X = Y[i]" allows the variable "X" to be used in fitting the reagent "Y" from reaction "i" in curve fitting.  Also 
allows the variable "X" to be plotted independently on the graph.} 
 
DNA1 = DNA[1] 
DNA2 = DNA[2] 
DNA3 = DNA[3] 
ATP1 = ATP[1] 
ATP2 = ATP[2] 
ATP3 = ATP[3] 
LigaDNA1 = LigaDNA[1] 
LigaDNA2 = LigaDNA[2] 
LigaDNA3 = LigaDNA[3] 
 
 
{Rate constants must be set to a value using the following form. When fitting data, these values are 
simply initial guesses. Rate constants automatically appear in the parameters window and in the curve 
fitting menu.} 
 
k1f = 1e5 
k1r = 2e-3 
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k2f = 0.5 
k2r = 0 
k3f = 1e8 
k3r = 1 
k4f = 2.5 
k4r = 0 
k5f = 12 
k5r = 0 
k6f = 1e8 
k6r = 1 
 
